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Are these boulders part of an old moraine or a mass wasting deposit?  The granite boulders are 
located on Table Mountain, near Sinks Canyon State Park (over man’s right shoulder), 
southwest of Lander, Wyoming.  J.D. Love related this material to the Paleocene-Eocene 
‘unroofing’ of the Wind River Range (skyline) and assigned it to a coarse-grained (near-source) 
facies of the Eocene White River Fm (1970, USGS Professional Paper 495-C).  Recent 
preliminary 10Be/26Al age interpretations from similar boulders on Table Mountain (back, left) 
suggest these may be associated with mid-late Pleistocene glacial activity in the Wind River 
Range (Photo & preliminary data, Dahms). 
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Officers – 6 Members, three of whom serve one-year 
terms: Chair, First Vice-Chair, and Second Vice-Chair; 
and three of whom serve two-year terms: Secretary, 
Treasurer, and Newsletter Editor/Webmaster. 
 
Management Board – 8 Members: Division officers 
and the Chair of the preceding year; also includes the 
Historian as an ex officio member. 
 
Chair: 
John E. Costa 
U.S. Geological Survey 
10615 SE Cherry Blossom Dr. 
Portland, OR 97216-3103 
jcosta@usgs.gov 
 
 
 
1st Vice-Chair: 
John (Jack) F. Shroder, Jr. 
Dept of Geology and 
Geography 
Univ of Nebraska-Omaha 
Omaha, NE 68182 
jshroder@mail.unomaha.edu 
 
 
2nd Vice-Chair 
Lisa L. Ely 
Dept of Geological Sciences 
Central Washington Univ. 
Ellensburg, WA  98926 
ely@cwu.edu 
 
 
 
Secretary:  
Janet L. Slate 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Box 25046, MS 980 
Denver, CO 80225 
jslate@usgs.gov 
 
 
Treasurer:  
Scott F. Burns 
Department of Geology 
Portland State University 
PO Box 751 
Portland, OR  97207-0751 
burnss@pdx.edu 

 
 
Newsletter Editor  
   and Webmaster:  
Dennis E. Dahms 
Dept of Geography  
Sabin Hall 127  
University of Northern Iowa 
Cedar Falls, IA  50614-0406 
dennis.dahms@uni.edu 
 
 
Past Chair: 
Alan R. Gillespie 
University of Washington 
Dept Earth & Space Sciences 
PO Box 351310 
Seattle, WA 98195-1310 
alan@ess.washington.edu 
 
 
 
Historian: (Appointed by the Chair in consultation with 
the Management Board) 
P. Thompson Davis 
Professor of Geology  
        and Climatology 
Dept of Natural Sciences 
Bentley College 
Waltham, MA 02452-4705 
pdavis@bentley.edu 
 
Panel Members 
2005-2007 Panel 
L. Allan James, ajames@sc.edu 
Sara Rathburn, rathburn@cnr.colostate.edu 
Steve Wolfe, swolfe@nrcan.gc.ca 
2004-2006 Panel 
Missy Eppes, meppes@uncc.edu 
Wendy Gerstel, mudpeople@earthlink.net 
John Gosse, john.gosse@dal.ca 
 
2006 JTPC Representatives: 
 

John E. Costa 
U.S. Geological Survey 
10615 SE Cherry Blossom Dr. 
Portland, OR 97216-3103 
jcosta@usgs.gov 
 
John (Jack) F. Shroder, Jr. 
Dept of Geology and Geography 
Univ of Nebraska-Omaha 
Omaha, NE 68182 
jshroder@mail.unomaha.edu 
 



GSA Councilor/Division Liaison 
Representative: (Appointed by the GSA President) 
 

Carolyn G. Olson 
USGS-NRCS 
Federal Bldg, Room 152, MS 34 
100 Centennial Mall N 
Lincoln, NE  68508 
carolyn.olson@ns.nr.usda.gov 
 
 

QG&G DIVISION AWARDS - 2005 
The following awards were given by the QG&G 
Division of GSA at the Salt Palace Convention 
Center, Salt Lake City, Utah, October 18, 2005. 

 
── Kirk Bryan Award ── 

 
The Kirk Bryan Award for Research Excellence 
was established in 1951.  The award is given for a 
publication (within the past 5 years) of distinction 
advancing the science of geomorphology or 
Quaternary geology, or a related field.  The 2005 
award was presented to John C. Gosse, 
Dalhousie University, and Fred M. Phillips, New 
Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, for 
their 2001 paper, Terrestrial in situ cosmogenic 
nuclides: theory and applications, Quaternary 
Science Reviews, v.20, p. 1475-1560). 
  
– Citation by Ed Evenson 
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John Gosse and Fred Phillips have been awarded the 
2005 Kirk Bryan award for their seminal paper entitled 
“Terrestrial in situ cosmogenic nuclides: Theory and 
application” (Quaternary Science Reviews, v. 20, p. 
1475-1560). This comprehensive review paper 
provides a remarkable, in-depth summary of all 
aspects of terrestrial cosmogenic nuclide (TCN) 
research from both theoretical and applied 
perspectives. Don Easterbrook and I nominated the 
Gosse and Phillips paper because we thought any 
team that could write a paper that is almost universally 
referred to as “the bible” is deserving of the Kirk Bryan 
Award. But we may be a bit biased – John was my 
student (M.S. and Ph.D.) and the four of us are 
research collaborators and close friends. So perhaps 
we should see what others have had to say about the 
winning paper…  Twelve pre-eminent scientists wrote 
letters of support and I would like to quote from just a 
few: David Bowen calls the article “not only a state-of-
the-art paper….but one of the major papers of the new 
century.” Don Rodbell says, “This paper, which could 
easily have been a book (at 85 journal pages), is 
remarkable.” Pete Knuepfer says Gosse and Phillips 

“have written a paper that is monumental, not because 
of its length, but because of the breadth and depth of 
its coverage.” Steve Wells states that the paper 
“highlights the accomplishments of two of the nation’s 
top scientists.” Frank Pazzaglia asserts, “The Gosse 
and Phillips paper is akin to a rudder that steadies a 
ship during a storm. It is both a solid reference on the 
subject, as well as a guide to how, when, and where 
cosmogenic techniques can be used to solve geologic 
problems.” Susan Ivy-Ochs says, “This paper is a 
generous gift of the years of experience of both John 
Gosse and Fred Phillips” while Richard Alley simply 
calls the paper “monumental.” 

Anyone who reads “the bible” will be similarly 
impressed. In this invaluable paper John and Fred 
guide us through everything from hadron flux to how to 
read a “banana diagram”—and everything in between. 
These two leaders in the field of surface-exposure 
dating are outstanding geologists richly deserving of 
our division’s highest award. It is a great pleasure to 
present the 2005 Kirk Bryan Award to John Gosse and 
Fred Phillips. 
 

 
John Gosse, Ed Evenson, and Fred Phillips 
 

– Response by John Gosse 
I will never forget this day when I stand in front of so 
many friends to be honoured by the Kirk Bryan Award.  
It is with sincere appreciation to the Division and the 
Society that I accept it with Fred Phillips, a scholar and 
my advisor, co-author, and friend for 13 years.  Thank 
you Ed and Don for nominating our paper, which pales 
in comparison with the 46 others before it.  Our article 
simply integrated the accomplishments of physicists 
and earth scientists over the past century.  The 
cosmogenic nuclide method could have an impact on 
just about every field of earth sciences, and I would like 
to think that Kirk Bryan would have applied the tech-
nique to help solve some of his many geomorphology 
and archeology questions.   

The honour of this award should rightfully be 
shared with several others who are not co-authors of 
the paper, but who helped direct my research and 
inspire my work in cosmogenic isotopes.  At Memorial 
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University of Newfoundland I was enticed into geology 
when Martin Batterson convinced me that a great 
glacier, not my shovel, had made the striations in 
central Labrador.  Rod A. Klassen of the GSC hired me 
for three more summers of Labrador field work and 
instilled in me the excitement of pursuit of knowledge—
any knowledge.  Ed Evenson, my Ph.D. supervisor and 
close friend, honed my field skills in glacial geology and 
provided the opportunity to delve into the world of 
exposure dating.  The integrity of these mentors 
motivated me to co-author this paper.  I owe a great 
deal to Jeffrey Klein at U. Penn. for his impact on my 
career and life.  His ability to reduce complexities to 
simple physics and then explain it to a field geologist is 
a beautiful gift.  My contributions to the paper are too 
often incomplete echoes of Jeff’s distillations.  Chuck 
Harrington at Los Alamos and Eric McDonald at the 
Desert Research Institute lured me from glacial 
geology and into arid-region surface processes.  The 
breadth of the paper would not have been possible 
without their contagious love for desert landscapes and 
soils.  Frank Pazzaglia at Lehigh had just begun to 
teach me classical geomorphology and the intricate 
balances of nature when the revisions of the paper 
were due.  I hope that advances in cosmogenic nuclide 
techniques might help spawn more collaborations with 
these geologists and others of their calibre.  

Although Annette Murphy, a hydrogeologist, may 
understand why I leave for the field or laboratory so 
often, our three children probably cannot.  The paper 
was written during two years of many that my selfless 
wife and kids provided me the luxury of working on 
landscapes and papers of my choice. 
 
– Response by Fred Phillips 
It is with deep gratitude, and awareness of the honor 
being conferred, that John and I accept the Kirk Bryan 
Award.  We both recognize that through this award the 
community that has worked to make cosmogenic 
nuclides a routine tool for the sciences of 
geomorphology and Quaternary geology is being 
honored.  I must acknowledge my debt to numerous 
individuals who have contributed to this goal.  First is 
my co-awardee, John C. Gosse, whose enthusiasm 
and accomplishments in applying cosmogenic nuclides 
I have always admired and who is one of the few 
persons I know with the perseverance and work ethic 
to actually complete a methods paper of the scope of 
the one cited for this award.  Other individuals who 
have helped me greatly toward this accomplishment 
include my Ph.D. advisor, Stanley N. Davis, Devendra 
Lal, Harold Bentley, David Elmore, Marek Zreda, 
Mitchell Plummer, John Hawley, William D. Stone, 
David Q. Bowen, and June Fabryka-Martin.  Finally, I 
thank my wife, Lois Phillips, whose steadfast love and 

support have sustained me throughout all of my 
endeavors. 

I would like to take a moment to reflect on our 
journey as a scientific field.  I remember vividly one day 
25 years ago when I was a brand-new assistant 
professor at New Mexico Tech.  I was standing in the 
department office scanning the contents of the journal 
Geomorphology.  One of the senior professors in the 
department (he happened to be an economic 
geologist) took me aside and warned me “I hope you 
don’t do that kind of thing.  Back at Cal Tech, we never 
considered geomorphology to be a real science.”  This 
incident might be dismissed as no more than the 
prejudice of a crotchety old man, but let us remember 
that upon Kirk Bryan’s death in 1950, Harvard did not 
replace him with another geomorphologist, but instead 
completely abandoned that discipline.  By the time of 
Bryan’s death, geomorphology had evolved from being 
a centerpiece of geology to being shunted to its fringes.  
What had happened?  The answer is that other 
geological fields had developed quantitative conceptual 
models and experimental or observational methods 
that yielded data to test those models.  Geomorphol-
ogy, for the most part, had neither.  It was drifting into a 
descriptive backwater. 

Most fortunately, the situation of that day no longer 
pertains.  Geomorphology and Quaternary geology are 
vibrant fields with growing numbers of scientists and a 
palpable level of excitement.  Publications in our 
specialty are expanding into the pages of journals such 
as Journal of Geophysical Research and Water 
Resources Research.  Part of the reason for this 
transformation is that we now have a much more 
rigorous theoretical framework and computer programs 
to apply that theory to real landscapes.  But the 
complementary key development is that we can now 
go out into real landscapes and quantify erosion rates 
and ages of landscape events.  John and I are gratified 
that cosmogenic nuclides have contributed greatly to 
our ability to quantify the dynamic landscape.  Knowing 
rates and knowing dates makes all the difference.  
Today is the new golden age of Quaternary geology 
and geomorphology.  Let’s go out and enjoy it. 
 
 
 

── Distinguished Career Award ── 
 
The Distinguished Career Award, established in 
1985, is presented to Quaternary geologists and 
geomorphologists who have demonstrated 
excellence in their contributions to science.  For 
2005, we present the award to Stephen C. Porter, 
University of Washington.  
 



 
Steve Porter and Alan Gillespie 
 
– Citation by Alan Gillespie 
It is my great pleasure tonight to introduce Steve Porter 
to you.  Actually, as commonly noted in presentations 
such as this, he “needs no introduction,” in this case 
because he was introduced last year as the well-
deserving winner of QG&G’s Kirk Bryan Award for his 
paper on snowline changes in the tropics1. Tonight, we 
are delighted to present our Distinguished Career 
Award to Steve in recognition not of a single influential 
paper, but of a lifetime of them, and more.   

Most of you already know Steve.  He is familiar to 
students as the author of widely used textbooks such 
as “Physical Geology” and “The Dynamic Earth,” both 
written with Brian Skinner.  Most Quaternary scientists 
have been influenced for the better by his innovative, 
insightful and far-flung research into the mysteries of 
glaciers and glaciation, and more recently, the 
remarkable continental stratigraphic record of Central 
Asian climate afforded the loess sequences in the bend 
of the Yellow River, northeast of the Tibetan Plateau.  
Steve has worked on all continents, I think: his thesis 
research was in the Brooks Range, his Kirk Bryan 
paper is on the Andes, he has studied Tierra del Fuego 
and Antarctica, and even penetrated the wilds of 
Switzerland.  Most of us owe our appreciation of the 
physical approach to glaciers, emphasizing mass 
balance rather than mapping and taxonomy, to Steve’s 
insights a couple of scientific generations ago. 

Steve has also put in his years in the trenches of 
the business of science.  He was the Director of the 
Quaternary Research Center, founded at the University 
of Washington by Link Washburn, and at the same 
time was editor of the well-known journal Quaternary 
Research for an amazing 25 years.  His students are 
many, and few of them probably realized when they 
started graduate school what a juggling act it was to 
give them they attention they needed and deserved 
while fronting so many other activities. 

I could go on; I won’t.  I am sure we all agree that 
Steve has indeed enjoyed a distinguished career, and 
it is a joy to have us recognize that tonight. 
 
1. Porter, Stephen C., 2000. Snowline depression in the 

tropics during the Last Glaciation: Quaternary 
Science Reviews, v. 20, 1067-1091.   

 
– Response by Stephen C. Porter  
Thank you, Alan, for your generous words, and thank 
you Quaternary colleagues for this fine award, which I 
greatly appreciate. It is indeed an honor to have my 
name added to those of previous recipients, nearly all 
of whom I have known and with many of whom I have 
worked closely.  

Traditionally, acceptance speeches include a 
lengthy list of acknowledgments and an overview of the 
recipients’ research activities and accomplishments. 
This one will be brief and will depart somewhat from 
the usual format.  

I must, of course, mention that my career as a 
glacial and Quaternary geologist began under the 
tutelage of Professors Richard F. Flint and A. Lincoln 
Washburn, both giants in their respective fields. Dick 
Flint taught me how to become a competent field 
scientist and compiler of geologic maps, and he and 
Link Washburn challenged me to express myself 
clearly and adhere to proper scientific usage. Each 
encouraged me to take a global, interdisciplinary view 
of Quaternary science.  

I also am indebted to J. Hoover Mackin who, when I 
was completing my dissertation, was lured to the 
University of Texas, thereby presenting me with the 
opportunity of joining the faculty of the University of 
Washington where I have spent the last four enjoyable 
and fruitful decades.  

During the last twenty years, Brian Skinner and I 
have collaborated in writing ten books in the long 
succession of Wiley texts authored by Yale geologists. 
Brian, like Dick Flint, has a gift for crafting lucid 
paragraphs that are informative, up to date, and a 
pleasure to read. Writing textbooks is a learning 
experience for the author(s) as well as for the reader. 
Furthermore, as I have occasionally pointed out to my 
graduate students, the number of people who have 
read my textbooks greatly exceeds those who have 
read my scientific papers.  

Throughout my career I have been blessed with 
having as my field companion, close confidante, and 
diligent and informed editor my wife, Anne. For four 
and a half decades she has enthusiastically shared our 
adventurous life, which has been highlighted by travel 
and research in distant lands. Trained as an 
anthropologist, her numerous journals record cultural 
and linguistic information about the many different 
peoples we have encountered. 
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Our team also included our three children who, 
whenever possible, accompanied us on geologic 
projects. They recorded field data, carried sample-filled 
rucksacks, and served as scale for photographs. 
Among the places we took them for a year or for 
multiple field seasons were New Zealand, the Italian 
Alps, Great Britain, China, and Hawaii (the latter being 
the most popular, I am sure).  

As any recipient of this award would wish to do, I 
could name a host of friends and colleagues who have 
challenged, inspired, and otherwise helped me along 
the way. They include professional colleagues in this 
country and around the world, as well as companions, 
friends, and foreign acquaintances on my list of 
memorable people that I have met during my career. 
Such a compilation would be a lengthy one, and as I 
would not want to exclude anyone inadvertently, I tip 
my hat to them all and wish them continued success 
and a long, healthy life.  

 6

I have always been attracted to meaningful and 
insightful quotations, and have assembled a 
reasonably large file of them over the years. I would 
like to pass on to you just a few that have provided me 
with insight, inspiration, and delight, and that pertain to 
aspects of my teaching and scientific career:  

On teaching:  
“A good teacher leads a man to the threshold of his own 
mind.”  (Kahlil Gibran) 
 
On research and writing: 
“It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. 
Insensibly one begins to twist facts to suit theories, 
instead of theories to suit facts.”  (Sherlock Holmes) 
 
“I have long discovered that geologists never read each 
other’s works, and that the only object in writing a book 
is proof of earnestness, and that you do not form your 
opinions without undergoing labor of some kind.”  
(Charles Darwin) 
 
On Quaternary science: 
”Quaternary geologists have long enjoyed the 
unenviable reputation of being among the most 
disputatious. The Quaternary is the battle-ground of rival 
views held by geologists whose opinions are entitled to 
respect.”  (C. K. Charlesworth) 
 
On retirement: 
“The academic in retirement is a lucky man. He has 
been cultivating interests all his life, and he has no 
excuse for boredom.”  (Brand Blanshard) 
 
“It is better to live rich than to die rich.”  (Samuel 
Johnson) 
 
“So many books, so little time.”  (Anonymous) 

 
As a native Californian, I spent considerable time in the 
Sierra Nevada during my early, formative years, and I 

would like to conclude by quoting my favorite, inspiring 
poem: 
 

AUSPEX 
Once in a California Sierra,  
I was swooped down upon when I was small 
And measured but not taken after all 
By a great eagle bird in all its terror. 
 
Such auspices are very hard to read. 
My parents when I ran to them averred 
I was rejected by the royal bird 
As one who would not make a Ganymede.  
 
Not find a barkeep unto Jove in me? 
I have remained resentful to this day 
When any but myself presumed to say 
That there was anything I could not be. 
     Robert Frost 

 
 

Donald J. Easterbrook 
── Distinguished Scientist Award ── 

 
The Easterbrook Distinguished Scientist Award, 
established in 1999, is presented to an individual 
who has shown unusual excellence in published 
research, as demonstrated by a single paper of 
exceptional merit or a series of papers that have 
substantially increased knowledge in Quaternary 
geology or geomorphology. We present the 2005 
Easterbrook Award to Gifford H. Miller, University 
of Colorado–Boulder. 
 

 
Julie Brigham-Grette, Giff Miller, and Steve Forman 
 
– Citation by Steve Forman (for John Andrews) 
There are several definitions of “Distinguished” and 
many can be applied to the career of Gifford (Giff) 
Hubbs Miller.  Giff came from an academic family and 
much of his love for fieldwork can be traced to the 
family expeditions with his father, Robert who was on 
the Faculty of the University of Michigan with a 
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specialty in the endemic fish populations of SW USA.  
Through a somewhat circuitous route Giff arrived at the 
University of Colorado in the late 1960’s and stayed 
after his undergraduate degree in Geology to work on 
his Ph.D. on Quaternary problems on Baffin Island with 
John Andrews.  This was completed in 1975.  The rest 
as they say is history.   

The letters in support of Giff’s nomination reflect a 
rich diversity of his research interests in Quaternary 
Geology and Geomorphology.  Of particular note has 
been Giff’s combination of extensive field research in 
harsh environments combined with his cutting-edge 
analytical abilities.  A central theme of Giff’s research 
over the past 35 years has been his search for 
methods that would establish that fundamental axis of 
Quaternary studies, and that is the development of 
reliable chronologies.  This eventually led Giff to 
establish the “Center for Geochronological Research” 
at the University of Colorado where he has been its 
Director and guiding force. 

In his Ph.D. research he made some of the earliest 
observations on the application of lichenometry to 
estimate the ages of Neoglacial moraines.  However, a 
more fundamental problem arose and that was the 
development of methods that would complement and 
extend radiocarbon dating on the various shell-bearing 
units that are found in the 100’s of kilometers of cliff 
section along the eastern Baffin Island seaboard, most 
of which were beyond the limits of radiocarbon dating.  
This resulted in the late 1970’s in the development of 
the Amino Acid Racemization Lab at INSTAAR, which 
Giff developed with the assistance of one of his primary 
research mentors, Ed Hare of the Carnegie Institute of 
Washington, D.C.  Giff rapidly became one of the 
world’s foremost experts on the application of amino 
acid racemization to a wide series of Quaternary 
problems, involving field research and laboratory 
experiments.  This was also a research area that many 
of his graduate students worked in for their Ph.D.’s and 
continued in their “after life.”  This also led to a growing 
interest in the application of a variety of geochemical 
methods to Quaternary problems and this can seen in 
a broader context in the name change from the 
“Geochron” Center to the “Center for Geochemical 
Analysis of the Global Environment” or GAGE. 

“Have method will travel” led Giff’s research to 
expand both geographically and intellectually.  As a 
result he has made substantial contributions to our 
understanding of the Quaternary history of Svalbard, 
the UK, Iceland, and Australia.  More recently his 
interest in the Canadian Arctic and geochronology has 
led him, with the assistance of a cadre of graduate 
students, to apply, in a systematic way, cosmogenic 
exposure dating to the problems that he investigated 
for his Ph.D., namely the extent and chronology of 
glaciations in the Eastern Canadian Arctic.  This has 

resulted in a major rethinking of the glacial sequence in 
this region and feeds directly into the “Big vs. Little” ice 
debate of the 1980’s.  However, in many ways, the 
research in Australia on the timing of the human 
migration by aboriginal peoples and their impact on the 
natural environment and subsequent climate history 
may be the most profound and original of all his 
substantial contributions to Quaternary studies. 

Throughout his career at the University of Colorado 
Giff has supervised graduate students, most of whom 
are now pursuing their own professional careers in 
academics.  These students have a strong field focus, 
but also an analytical bent and approach their research 
from many angles and thus are carrying on the tradition 
established by Giff. 

The nomination of Giff Miller for this award was 
supported by 19 individuals from several countries and 
with a variety of connections.  They include such 
luminaries as Professors Jan Mangerud (Norway) and 
David Q. Bowen (UK), Mangerud wrote, “Giff is an 
outstanding and gifted scientist; he has the ability to 
discover original pathways to solve problems without 
dwelling on details, and the patience to follow up. And, 
as important, he is extremely curious and enthusiastic, 
and he has the courage to try new methods and start 
on novel problems.” 

These and many other comments underscore that 
Gifford H. Miller is truly a Distinguished Scientist.    
 
– Response by Giff Miller 
Thanks, Steve, for those generous words, and thanks 
in absentia to John Andrews for his efforts in 
coordinating the nomination.  I came to Colorado from 
a stint in Alaska… initially with the antipoverty program, 
followed by an attempt to make a living as a trapper.  
Although I was a dismal failure at this, I learned so 
much that I felt the need to become a philosopher, and 
planned to major in the discipline at Colorado.  
Needing to flesh out my course schedule in my first 
semester there, on a whim I signed up for an 
introductory Geology course, taught by Bill Bradley… 
There is a reason Bill received the Division’s 
Distinguished Career Award a few years back.  He 
breathed such life into what I always thought was a dull 
and dusty subject, that I was converted before the 
semester’s end.  I think this experience is not unusual; 
it may well be the norm.  The potential influence of 
outstanding teachers at all levels, but especially at the 
introductory level, never ceases to impress me. 

This is not an award in recognition of teaching, but I 
want to acknowledge the important links between 
teaching and research.  When Mark Meier became 
Director of INSTAAR in the mid 1980’s, he proposed a 
new introductory course in Global Change, one of the 
first in the country.  I was an enthusiastic volunteer to 
teach the class, but found that I had to read material far 



outside my knowledge base to teach even at the 
introductory level.  Then, in the early 1990’s I began to 
work in Australia.  When we had trouble explaining the 
apparent failure of the Australian Monsoon in the Late 
Quaternary, unexpectedly, I realized one day that the 
material I had just learned to teach Global Change, 
covering the role of the biosphere in the climate 
system, might contain the key principles that explained 
the observed enigma.  This resulted in a decade of 
exciting research on the complex interactions between 
humans, vegetation, climate and megafauna in 
Australia.  

Just one other example, again from my freshman 
class: I teach about global warming, with a strong 
emphasis on Arctic warming, where I have, of course, 
a special interest.  I have always included a time-series 
of images of the Tiger Ice Cap, a small plateau icecap 
on Baffin Island that I visited in the early 1980’s.  These 
images document the ice cap’s steady retraction during 
historic time.  A couple of years ago I thought I should 
update my visuals utilizing satellite imagery now 
available online, to see how the Tiger was faring.  To 
my surprise, I found I was looking for the ex-Tiger Ice 
Cap.  It was no more.  With a bit more work from my 
research group, we were able to show that all of the 
plateau ice caps would disappear within the next 1 to 3 
decades, even with no additional warming.  This led 
directly to a large new research campaign on Baffin 
Island, the first results of which were presented in a 
poster and a talk at this meeting.  It is unlikely that this 
project would have been conceived without the 
initiative generated from teaching a freshman-level 
introductory class. 
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And this leads to what I have always suspected is 
the most important ingredient in the research 
enterprise, serendipity: the fact that we often find 
something unexpected and useful while searching for 
something else entirely.  The old hands in the audience 
are no doubt familiar with this, but for those of you just 
starting your careers, I would encourage you to listen 
carefully to your accidental discoveries and oddball 
thoughts… They are most often wrong, or irrelevant, 
but every now and then one of them may lead to the 
excitement of real discovery, the most enjoyable 
aspect of science. 

In my career I have benefited from the 
companionship and sage advice of many people… 
John Andrews, who introduced me to the Canadian 
Arctic and who believed in me long before it was 
appropriate to do so, Jan Mangerud, who in a year in 
Bergen showed me that John Andrews didn’t actually 
know everything, and my Australian colleague, John 
Magee, who not only taught me to read the Quaternary 
of the Australian arid zone, but also showed me how 
remote field work could be compatible with good food 
and a fine red wine at the end of the day.  There are 

many others to whom I am indebted, but I want to 
acknowledge in particular the many graduate students I 
have been fortunate enough to work with at Colorado 
over the past 30 years, many of whom are here tonight.  
They have enriched my life, and done most of the 
heavy lifting.  And especially I wish to acknowledge my 
family: my wife, Midra, who has given me the freedom 
to spend sometimes too long in distant field sites and 
never doubted that I would return, and my sons, Luke 
and Obadiah, who have participated numerous times in 
those field campaigns. 

Finally, my thanks to Don Easterbrook, for his 
generous support that makes this award possible, and 
to the Division, for the honor of being the recipient of 
the Easterbrook Distinguished Scientist Award this 
year.  Thank you all. 
 
 

Farouk El-Baz 
 ── Award For Desert Research ── 

 
The Farouk El-Baz Research Award, established 
in 1999, is given annually for outstanding work in 
the field of warm desert research by earth 
scientists; it is intended to encourage and reward 
arid-land studies. We present the 2005 award to 
Yehouda Enzel, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, 
Israel.  
 

 
Yehouda Enzel and Alan Gillespie 
 
– Citation by Alan Gillespie  
The Farouk El-Baz Award was established in 1999 to 
recognize those pioneers who have made significant 
advances in our understanding of warm deserts, and 
the list of winners has focused attention on a gamut of 
talented scientists.  This year’s winner is Yehouda 
Enzel.  Yehouda is now a Professor at the Hebrew 
University in Jerusalem.  He was a Ph.D. student of 
Steve Wells at the University of New Mexico, and he 
did post-doctoral research with Vic Baker at the 
University of Arizona.  As a graduate student, Yehouda 
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was quick to recognize the importance of climate 
interactions with the landscape, but also quick to 
understand the significance of the reality that climate is 
just the aggregate of weather, and individual storms 
are the agents by which much change is accomplished.  
Yehouda’s thesis research was in the Mojave, and he 
was the first to point out the significance of the phase 
lags between Mojave and Great Basin Lakes in terms 
of the shifting winter storm tracks and sources.   

Yehouda’s research interests have driven him to 
India study the Thar Desert and repeatedly to Namibia.  
Near to his heart are the deserts of the Middle East, 
and his presentation in acceptance of the Farouk El-
Baz Award focused on the paleoclimate history of the 
Negev, integrating the lake-level history of Lake Lisan 
with soil mineralogy and dust observations, and with 
modern and Pleistocene weather patterns.  All this 
shows that the shoreline of the southeastern 
Mediterranean has been a controlling factor in keeping 
the Negev hyperarid for hundreds of thousands of 
years, contrary to the current view that holds that the 
Negev alternated between hyperarid and relatively wet 
conditions. 

Yehouda is not a lone geologist; he is also a “team 
player” who is active internationally and in GSA.  A 
GSA Special Paper on the Mojave, of which he is the 
chief editor, has just been released.  He sits on GSA’s 
Geology and Public Policy Committee.  He is on the 
Editorial Board for Quaternary Research.  But perhaps 
his long-term goal has been to promote a high level of 
Quaternary research in Israel, focusing on the deserts 
there but with a research net cast much more widely 
than that.  He has introduced many of us to the natural 
wonders there, and in return I am hoping someday to 
coax him into looking at some fundamental problems of 
landscape evolution in the Gobi. 

Yehouda is a deserving recipient of the Farouk El-
Baz Award, but he also brings credit to it.  Please join 
me in congratulating him tonight. 
 
– Response by Yehouda Enzel 
Thank you, Alan, for your kind words. As I am aware 
that a nomination is a group effort I would like to thank 
all the others who took the time to write supportive 
letters. I feel that this is the important issue: Colleagues 
actually made that extra effort for me!? Usually we, as 
a group and as individuals, are very bad mefargenim 
(the Hebrew slang to encompass openly giving 
generous respect, good words and encouragement, 
and acknowledging one's good work). I recognized the 
fingerprints of a few of the individuals whose 
statements Alan just put on the screen. Thank you. I 
also want to apologize to the many I met, discussed, 
worked, presented, went with to far places, and wrote 
with: I will probably not mention all of you here. You are 
in my heart and I am in a life-long debt for your 

contribution to me and my work; I only can hope that I 
contributed to yours.  

The Farouk El-Baz Award for Desert Research is a 
special honor for me: First, this society and division are 
my friendly and collegial professional home for the last 
18 years and to receive it here is emotional; the only 
thing is that I sometimes have the feeling that I am a 
sole-person international contingency. Second, I feel at 
home in and studied deserts more than any other 
environment. Third, as an Israeli, I am honored 
receiving this award founded by and named for Prof. 
El-Baz, who is for me not only a native to Egypt, but an 
example for research in many warm deserts and 
specifically of "my own private" original desert, the 
Sinai. Thank you Farouk for establish this award; it 
surely encourages me, and I am sure others to be 
students of deserts. 

Such an award forces you to look back. I believe 
my scientific beginnings are rooted in the hyperarid 
Sinai. There, I spent a few years as a very young man 
in diverse circumstances. Then, Sinai actually pulled 
me toward Earth sciences: the large dune fields in its 
north, the magnificent bare red granites (I know better 
now) at elevations >2800 m in the south, large, steep 
tectonic and erosional escarpments, active alluvial fans 
that meet magic beaches and sea shore of the Gulf of 
Aqaba, wide plains touching the Gulf of Suez, colorful 
sandstone cliffs, and wide dry wadis.  In the largest 
drainage basin in Sinai, Wadi El-Arish, I first observed 
a truly extraordinary desert flood in 1975. These 
landscapes and the wish to understand them 
influenced me in choosing Geology and Physical 
Geography (over economy or accounting…) at the 
Institute of Earth Sciences, The Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem, where I found myself years later as a 
faculty member. I never regretted my choice, but after 
all these years of learning, I still cannot explain most of 
what I see in deserts… 

I was lucky to begin my studies at that Institute in 
the late 1970s; a very unique group of world-renowned 
desert researchers (and more important, engines of 
ideas) were in that Institute including: the late Ran 
Gerson and Asher Schick and the still-active Dan 
Yaalon, David Sharon, and Aaron Yair. This group 
adopted me in my first year of study as their research 
assistant. It seems that they know something about 
predictive models… Their teaching, mentoring, and 
research and the active group of students inspired and 
shaped my professional life. The diverse disciplines 
they studied and taught (slope and fluvial hydrology 
and geomorphology, Quaternary evolution of desert 
landscapes and tectonic geomorphology, soil 
formation, dust and loess, and climatology) instilled in 
me the interdisciplinary approach in analyzing desert 
environment and taught me a close collaboration with 
experts in nearby fields (a few are present right here) 



such as pedology, hydrology, and climatology. I also 
did my M.Sc. studies under the advising of Prof. Aaron 
Yair; I did not know it then, but I gained a lifelong 
friend!  

In 1984-5 I was working in an Israeli consulting firm 
on tectonic geomorphology; Bert Swan, who came as a 
consultant told me one day that I must go for a Ph.D. 
and recommended three places within my interests: 
UNM, UA, and UW. My answer was: I don't know 
English. So, he wrote my application letter, Gerson and 
Yair filled the forms. I wouldn't like to tell you my GRE 
results in the language part. When I finally arrived at 
UNM, John Ritter asked Steve Wells: "How is this guy 
going to do Ph.D., he does not speak any English." 
Letters of reference from Gerson, Yair, and Yaalon 
opened the doors and I still wonder what they promised 
to Steve Wells. Recently I was asked to evaluate the 
skills in English of Israeli students applying to American 
universities…  
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UNM Geology Department with Steve Wells, Roger 
Anderson, Les McFadden and other faculty together 
with an amazing group of graduate students in 
Quaternary program (Menges, Harrison, Bullard, Ritter, 
Pazzaglia, Allen, Mayer, MacDonald, Gonzales, and a 
few others…) provided an exciting and challenging 
learning environment… and at least my English 
improved. My learning and work there and specifically 
the opportunity provided by Wells, McFadden and 
Anderson to work in the Mojave Desert had a major 
impact on my standing here in front of you.  

I moved to the University of Arizona as a post-doc 
and became even more familiar with the deserts of 
American Southwest and Baja California. At UA, Vic 
Baker simply allowed me to do what I want and is still 
helping. The interaction with him was inspiring. It still is. 
Other UA faculty and researchers from the 
Geosciences and the Radiocarbon, AMS, and Tree-
Ring laboratories, from the USGS (R. Webb), and 
above all the amazing group of graduate students and 
post-docs that since became personal friends and 
research partners in my work. Those two years were 
productive, stimulating, with many interesting ideas. 
The degree of freedom and generosity I had received 
there was a lesson to life; it shaped my relationships 
with my own students. There is where the research in 
India and the Thar was initiated by Vic, Lisa Ely, and 
me with Professors Rajaguru, Kale, and Mishra from 
Pune opening the doors for us.  

I see this award as a tribute to the efforts of my 
advisors, teachers, mentors, and dear colleagues 
along my way from HU, through UNM and UA and 
back in Israel. These many colleagues did a lot of the 
work I authored and co-authored. Among them several 
that enriched my knowledge and are long-term 
research partners: L. Ely, D. Cayan, G. Benito, O. 
Dahan, P. Bierman, N. Porat, E. Zilberman, N. 

Greenbaum, U. Dayan, B. Ziv, and A. Gillespie. These 
individuals shared my work in the Thar, Negev, and 
Namib. Rivka Amit and Tamir Grodek are very precious 
long-term special friends and colleagues; you can see 
their impact in anything I do as they took on 
themselves a lot of the load. And the very dear to my 
heart – my remarkable graduate students from whom I 
continue to learn more than they learn from me. They 
and a few colleagues made the efforts in my last 13 
years at the Hebrew University enjoyable.   

I thank my family in Israel and Australia and 
especially the three individuals that bring much 
happiness to my life. My wife, Lisa Perlman, who with 
her love and patience never limited my travels to the 
deserts, and Uri and Omer who, I hope, will join me in 
my work there; I need their much-better brains and 
smiles. 
 
 
── Gladys W. Cole Memorial Award ── 

 
The Gladys W. Cole Memorial Research Award is 
restricted to investigation of the geomorphology of 
semiarid and arid terrains in the United States and 
Mexico. It is given each year to a GSA Member or 
Fellow between 30 and 65 years of age who has 

published one or 
more significant 
papers in geomor-
phology.  The Fund 
was established in 
1980 by Dr. W. Storrs 
Cole in memory of his 
wife. The first award 
was presented in 
1982.  The 2005 
award is awarded to 

Kenneth Lepper, North Dakota State University, 
for his research proposal, Fence Row dunes as 
archives of eolian soil erosion rates in west Texas 
and eastern New Mexico. 
 

 
── Student Research Awards ── 

Our Division offers two student awards: The J. Hoover 
Mackin Research Award was created in 1974 to 
support graduate student research in Quaternary 
geology or geomorphology. The Arthur D. Howard 
Research Award was established in 1992 to support 
graduate student research in Quaternary geography or 
geomorphology.   
 



—— J. Hoover Mackin Award —— 
The 2005 Mackin Award for Ph.D research goes to 
Patrick Belmont, Lehigh University, (Frank 
Pazzaglia, advisor), Calibrating model for 
estimating basin-wide erosion rates from in situ 
terrestrial cosmogenic nuclides. 
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J. Hoover Mackin Award 
Honorable Mention:  
Whitney Kocis, University of 
Tennessee (Claudia Moore, 
advisor). 

 
— Arthur D. Howard Research Award — 
The 2005 Howard Award for M.S. research goes 

to Aron Taylor, California 
State University – Fullerton 
(Phillip Armstrong, advisor), 
Geomorphic evolution of San 
Juan Creek, California: 
Implications for base level 
change and tectonic 
deformation of the Santa Ana 
Mountain foothills. 

 
Arthur D. Howard Award Honorable 
Mention:  
Jedediah Frechette, University of 
New Mexico (Grant Meyer, advisor). 

 
── Farouk El-Baz Student Award ── 

The 2005 Farouk El-Baz 
Student Award for warm 
desert research goes to 
James Meyer, University of 
Arizona (Vance Holliday, 
advisor), Paleoenvironments 
and geochronology of Late 
Quaternary playa fills of 
Texas and New Mexico. 

 
Farouk El-Baz Award Honorable Mention:  
Amy Brock, University of Nevada-Las Vegas (Brenda 
Buck, advisor). 
________________________________________ 
 

Status of the Quaternary:  
Your opinion, please! 

 
The following is a summary of recent information 
provided by John Clague, INQUA President, and 

Phil Gibbard, Chair Subcommission on Quaternary 
Stratigraphy, in the latest edition of the INQUA 
Newsletter Quaternary Perspectives (v. 15, no. 2). 
Permission to use the materials below was 
obtained from Drs Gibbard and Clague, and also 
from Frank Preusser, the editor of QP. 
 

The International Commission on Stratigraphy 
(ICS), a body of the International Union of 
Geological Sciences (IUGS), is in the process of 
standardizing the Geological Time Scale.  The 
changes are scheduled to be completed before 
the next International Geological Congress is held 
in 2008.  

The INQUA Executive Committee asks you to 
give careful thought to this issue and let John 
Clague (jclague@sfu.ca), know whether you 
consider the ICS proposal acceptable or 
unacceptable.  Please take the time to respond, 
as the opinions of the Quaternary community will 
guide the Executive Committee in its response to 
ICS.  A simple one-word response is adequate, 
but the Executive Committee welcomes comments 
on the issue. 
 
Quaternary Task Force 

In 1985, with the placement of the Pleistocene 
GSSP, “The subject of defining the boundary 
between the Pliocene and Pleistocene was 
isolated from other more-or-less related problems, 
such as the pending definition of the Calabrian, 
and the statues of the Quaternary within the 
chronostratigraphic scale” (E. Aguirre and G. 
Pasini, 1985, the Pliocene-Pleistocene Boundary, 
Episodes, *:116-120).  For various reasons, the 
“pending definition … and status of the 
Quaternary” was never formally resolved, nor 
submitted to ICS/IUGS for consideration or 
ratification. 

Following the International Geological Con-
gress in 2004 in Florence, INQUA and ICS set up 
a task force to consider the issue.  The task force 
was charged with making a recommendation, 
within 1 year, to ICS on the definition and possible 
rank of the Quaternary in the Geological Time 
Scale.  It issued its report before a meeting of ICS 
in Leuven, Belgium, in September 2005.  Its 
recommendation to ICS was as follows: 

(1) That the Quaternary should be recognized 
as a formal chronostratigraphic/geochron-
ological unit. 

mailto:Jclague@sfu.ca
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(2) That the lower boundary of the Quaternary 
coincides with the base of the Gelasian 
Stage (2.6 Ma) and thus be defined by the 
Gelasian GSSP. 

(3) That the Quaternary will have the rank of 
either:  (a) System/Period at the top of the 
Neogene System/period, with its lower 
boundary marking the top of a shortened 
Neogene, or (b)Sub-Erathem/Sub-Era 
correlative with the upper part of the 
Neogene System/Period. 

 
ICS Decision 

Following extended discussion at Leuven, the 
ICS voting membership unanimously voted, by a 
show of hands, that the Quaternary be recognized 
as a formal chronostratigraphic/geochronologic 
unit with a lower boundary coinciding with the 
base of the Gelasian Stage and defined by the 
Gelasian GSSP.  The voting membership 
considered several options for the rank of the 
Quaternary, and voted on the options by a show of 
hands.  Only one option received a majority: that 
the Quaternary have the rank of Sub-Erathem/ 
Sub-Era.  Subsequently, a written ballot was held 
on this single issue, i.e., whether or not the 
Quaternary should have the rank of Sub-
Erathem/Sub-Era.  The voting membership 
consisted of the executive officers of ICS and the 
chairs of the ICS subcommissions.  The final vote 
on the Sub-Erathem/Sub-Era option was: 

Yes 12 votes 
No    5 votes 
Abstain   1 vote 

The result is that the lower boundary of the 
Quaternary would be defined at the base of the 
Gelasian Stage, at 2.6 Ma.  Through an early 
polling of the Quaternary community, INQUA 
found that the vast majority of Quaternary 
scientists favour a 2.6-Ma boundary over the 
current 1.8-Ma one.  A further result is that the 
Quaternary, although firmly formalized as a 
chronostratigraphic/geochronologic unit, would not 
be a System/Period above the Neogene.  The 
Neogene would extend from the base of the 
Miocene to the present. 

On behalf of the Executive Committee, John 
Clague (below) summarized the pros and cons of 
the ICS option. 
 

Definition of the Quaternary 
The Quaternary is a Sub-Erathem/Sub-Era 

correlative with the upper part of the Neogene 
System/Period and with a lower boundary 
coincident with the base of the Gelasian Stage 
(2.6 Ma). 

Pros 
• Quaternary is a formal chronostratigraphic/ 

geochronologic unit, with a standardized 
definition and would be displayed on the 
international geological time scale. 

• Base of the Quaternary is pinned at 2.6 Ma. 
• ICS has accepted this option. 

Cons: 
• The Quaternary is not a Period/System. 
• The base of the Quaternary and that of the 

Pleistocene Epoch are not the same (the base 
of the Pleistocene remains at 1.8 Ma; the base 
of the Quaternary becomes 2.6 Ma). 

Two other options have been discussed: 
Option 2:  The Quaternary is a Period/System 
above the Neogene, comprising the Pleistocene 
and Holocene Epochs with a base at the base of 
the Gelasian Stage (2.6 Ma). 
Option 3:  Same as Option 2 except that the lower 
boundary of the Quaternary coincides with the 
base of the Pleistocene (1.8 Ma).  Many 
Quaternary researchers consider this option the 
status quo. 

ICS has made it clear that it will not accept 
Option 2, and it likely will not accept Option 3.  
Thus, unless IUGS were to side with INQUA 
against its own commission, and could convince 
ICS to accept the Quaternary as a Period, the 
term will not have a standardized definition or 
formal ratified status on the Geological Time 
Scale.  INQUA might lobby IUGS to reject ICS’s 
revised time scale, with the hope that it would 
instruct ICS to accept Option 2, but it seems 
unlikely that it would interfere in this manner with 
one of its commissions. 

What would be the consequences if the 
“Quaternary” is not formally included in the 
Geological Time Scale?  The term would continue 
to be used, albeit informally, much as the 
“Precambrian” is used today.  However, the 
stature of the “Quaternary,” and more importantly 
our field of study, likely would be diminished, with 
uncertain future consequences.  Further, it might 
be difficult to have the Quaternary added to the 
Geological Time Scale at a later date. 
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 UPCOMING MEETINGS 
 
 

AMQUA 2006 
American Quaternary Association 

36th Biennial Meeting 
Bozeman, Montana 
August 17-20, 2006 

http://bsi.montana.edu/amqua
 
Program – Ocean/Atmosphere Interactions and 
Continental Consequences: Environmental 
Forecasting from the Quaternary Sciences 

Thirty-six years after the first biennial meeting, 
AMQUA returns to Bozeman. The 2006 AMQUA 
Program consists of invited speakers on a range 
of topics as well as poster sessions from open at-
large abstract submissions. Plenary sessions will 
focus on the intersection of two important areas:  
the rapidly advancing science of ocean/atmos-
phere interactions and continental impacts, and 
the increasing demand for environmental fore-
casting. The program brings together a diverse 
group of speakers, including (1) scientists who are 
at the forefront of understanding ocean/atmos-
phere interactions and their continental effects 
(climatic, ecological, geological, cultural), (2) 
scientists whose recent work illustrates how 
studies of Quaternary history can be applied to 
environmental policy and resource management, 
and (3) selected speakers from the management 
and policy domain who can articulate how Quater-
nary scientists can contribute to environmental 
forecasting, and facilitate exchange between the 
science and management/policy communities.  
We especially encourage all founding members of 
AMQUA to a reunion of Quaternary colleagues. 
 
ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE MEETING: 
On the Cutting Edge: Teaching Climate Change – 
Lessons from the Past.  Aug 14-15, Bozeman, co-
sponsored by AMQUA and the US INQUA 
committees via the Cutting Edge Program.  See 
details at 
<http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/climate
change06/index.html> 
 

FIELD TRIPS: Field trips are based on the highly 
successful INQUA 2003 field trips led by Ken 
Pierce and others, so don't miss them.  See 
<http://bsi.montana.edu/amqua> for details. 
 
Pre-Meeting Yellowstone Field Trip 
August 16-17:  Cost: $175 
This trip is to the Greater Yellowstone region to 
examine glacial and volcanic history, fluvial 
geomorphology, paleoecology, and fire ecology. 
The 2-day pre-meeting trip will cover Quaternary 
geology, paleoecology, and archeology of the 
Yellowstone and Lamar river valleys and 
participants will travel through Paradise Valley and 
the northern Yellowstone Park; it will.  Overnight in 
Yellowstone NP and return to Bozeman in time for 
the opening evening reception on Aug. 17.  Up to 
90 participants. 
 
Post Meeting Tetons Field Trip  
August 20-22. Cost: $295. 
This trip will explore the Quaternary history of 
Jackson Hole and Grand Teton National Park, 
focusing on the geology, archeology, and 
paleoecology of the region.  The trip lasts 2.5 days 
(includes two half days of travel), departing from 
Bozeman in the afternoon of Aug. 20 and ending 
in Jackson or Bozeman on the evening of Aug. 22.  
Two nights in Jackson Hole.  Up to 90 participants. 
 
For additional information contact: 
Cathy Whitlock, Local Planning Committee Chair, 
whitlock@montana.edu 
Stephen Jackson, Program Chairman, 
jackson@uwyo.edu 
Julie Brigham-Grette, AMQUA President, 
juliebg@geo.umass.edu 
 
 
 

CANQUA 2007 
June 4-8, 2007 

Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
 

The next Canadian Quaternary Association 
conference will be hosted at Carleton University, 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, on June 4-8, 2007.  The 
conference is designed to provide an invigorating 
forum for those interested in the interdisciplinary 
field of Quaternary geoscience, including 
geologists, geomorphologists, biologists, physical 

http://bsi.montana.edu/amqua
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geographers, botanists, oceanographers, 
archaeologists, environmentalists, and others.  
The organizing committee extends a warm 
invitation to all interested persons to attend this 
conference.  For additional information contact 
Greg Brooks gbrooks@nrcan.gc.ca or see the 
conference website at www.canquaottawa2007.ca
 

GSA ANNUAL MEETING 
October 22-25, 2006 

Philadelphia, PA 
 

QG&G – Sponsored Activities 
 
(1) Sponsored sessions 
• Pardee Symposium (invited oral talks): Erosion 

Frank J. Pazzaglia, Paul Bierman, Milan Pavich, 
and Dorothy Merritts, co-conveners. 

• Technical Session (posters): Erosion Frank J. 
Pazzaglia, Paul Bierman, Milan Pavich, and 
Dorothy Merritts, co-conveners. 

Both of these sessions have been approved and will be 
sponsored by QG&G. 
 
(2) Inaugural Kirk Bryan Field Symposium 
Join us for a “meeting within a meeting” activity 
designed especially for members of QG&G, but open 
to all at the GSA Meeting.  The Kirk Bryan Field 
Symposium is being organized as a venue for 
discussing a hot topic in Quaternary Geology and 
Geomorphology with a single, outstanding field location 
acting to inspire and motivate discussion and exchange 
of ideas.  For the Philadelphia meeting, the inaugural 
Kirk Bryan Field Symposium will be held as a during-
the-meeting field trip to Hickory Run State Park, a two-
hour drive from the convention center, which 
showcases one of the world’s finest examples of a 
periglacial(?) boulder field.  Participants must register 
for the Kirk Bryan Field Symposium Field Trip when 
they register for the GSA meeting.  The cost will be in 
the range of $50.  Transportation, breakfast, and lunch 
will be provided for trip.  The field symposium is 
designed to complement the Pardee and Technical 
sessions on erosion so poster presenters are 
encouraged to bring along their posters for further 
discussion while in the field.  This symposium will occur 
on Tuesday, October 24th.  Following the field trip, 
participants will return in time for the QG&G Awards 
Ceremony and Reception.  The hope is that this event 
will grow into yearly activity proposed and hosted by a 
different QG&G member. 
 

For more information, phone or email Frank J. 
Pazzaglia at (610) 758-3667; fjp3@lehigh.edu 
 
(3) Field trips of interest to QG and G 
members.  
• The Great Centralia Mine Fire—Then and Now 
On this trip, we will travel to the famous Centralia Mine 
Fire in the central Appalachian Mountains of eastern 
Pennsylvania, where we will discuss the coal 
stratigraphy and structural geology of the Western 
Middle coalfield as well as the origin, history, and 
socioeconomic-political impact of the mine fire itself. 
Trip participants will see spectacular subsidence 
features, anthracite smokers (gas vents), and ground 
fissures associated with underground burning in 
abandoned coal-mine tunnels. Field techniques for 
collecting the mineral by-products of coal combustion 
and for collecting microarthropods from vegetation 
adjacent to gas vents and fissures will be 
demonstrated. Gas collection techniques using 
stainless-steel gas canisters, a hand-operated sampler, 
and Tedlar gas bags will also be demonstrated as will 
in situ field analysis of select coal-gas components 
using Drager tubes. An interview with one of the few 
remaining residents of Centralia is planned. 
Participants should be prepared for light hiking and 
possible inclement weather. People interested in coal 
stratigraphy, coal mining, and coal fires will enjoy this 
trip.  (Glenn Stracher; Melissa Nolter; Daniel H. Vice; 
Janet L. Stracher) 
 
• Karst and Environmental Hydrology in Central 

Pennsylvania 
A trip beginning in State College, Pennsylvania, and 
ending in Philadelphia visiting outstanding examples of 
the region's Quaternary geology, karst hydrology, 
environmental geology, and hydro-engineering 
solutions to the problems presented by a growing 
population. (Richard Parizek) 
 
• 135 Million Years of History in Southwestern 

Philadelphia 
This field trip will showcase the geologic history of the 
area adjacent to the Philadelphia International Airport. 
A thick sequence (150+ feet) of Cretaceous age 
Potomac Group and sediments, unconformably 
overlain by Quaternary age Trenton Gravel and Alluvial 
silts and clays were investigated as part of the 
construction planning for a new 5000 foot long runway 
(Runway 8-26) over a deleted but deed restricted 
U.S.EPA Superfund site. Trip participants will be able 
to examine extensive core samples taken during the 
investigation that illustrate the stratigraphic and 
hydrogeologic framework of the area. These data were 
used to overcome numerous engineering design, 

mailto:gbrooks@nrcan.gc.ca
http://www.canquaottawa2007.ca
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environmental, and construction challenges during 
runway development. The trip will visit the groundwater 
mitigation system installed to address a newly 
identified contamination plume at the site as well as 
examine the construction features of the runway.  The 
field trip will also participate in a guided tour of historic 
Fort Mifflin. Fort Mifflin is the oldest fortification 
continually used in the U.S. (Raymond A. Scheinfeld 
P.G.) 
 
• Historical Changes in Stream Form and Process 

and Implications for Stream Restoration 
A one day trip centered in beautiful Lancaster County 
to observe examples of the depositional and erosion 
record of Piedmont stream channel changes over the 
past 300 years revealed in natural and artifical 
exposures.  The historic record of channel form and 
process will be used to showcase examples of 
successful stream restoration techniques.  Trip will 
include one stop in Valley Forge National Park to 
observe an in-progress restoration project. (Dorothy 
Merritts; Robert Walter; Ward Oberholtzer) 
 
• Eco-Hydrology and Coastal Geology of 

Southern New Jersey due to Addition of Coastal 
Botanist to the Staff/Guides 

A trip to review the hydrology, coastal erosion situation, 
and sediment transport issues within the tidal marshes 
and other wetlands.  There will be an overnight in 
Atlantic City followed by a boat tour of tidal creek 
areas. (Rip Kirby) 
 
• Rivers, Glaciers, Landscape Evolution, and 

Active Tectonics of the Central Appalachians, 
PA and MD 

This trip will travel from the Great Falls of the Potomac 
to the head of Chesapeake Bay, and up the 
Susquehanna RIver to the glacial boundary in north-
central Pennsylvania exploring the geologic and 
geomorphic record for late Cenozoic landscape 
evolution.  The trip will emphasize what new research 
tells us about erosion, river incision, rock-uplift, and the 
pace of landscape change for the Appalachians over 
both geologic and human time scales. (Frank 
Pazzaglia; Duane Braun; Noel Potter; Dru Germanoski; 
Milan Pavich; Paul Bierman; Dorothy Merritts; Allen 
Gellis) 
 
• Prehistoric and Urban Landscapes of the 

Middle Atlantic Region: Geoarchaeological 
Perspectives 

The contemporary and buried landscapes of the urban 
Northeast preserve evidence of complex land use and 
sedimentation patterns in conjunction with Holocene 
and historic human occupation. While industrialization 
and development has destroyed much of the pristine 

surfaces and landscapes, geoarchaeological 
investigations over the past twenty years have 
produced reconstructions of the landscape history that 
are tied to changing settlement and land utilization. 
This trip will sample a variety of the geoarchaeological 
environments that have been investigated as a result of 
historic preservation projects. The trip will begin in 
Philadelphia and extend northward up and across the 
Delaware Valley spanning the margins of the 
Woodfordian glacial boundary. It may extend as far 
north as northern New Jersey or even New York CIty. 
(Joseph Schuldenrein) 
 
• Late Pleistocene to Modern Lacustrine 

Processes and Paleoclimatic History in the 
Finger Lakes, New York 

The Finger Lakes of central and western New York 
State provide an excellent natural laboratory to 
investigate modern limnological, hydrogeochemical 
and sedimentological processes, to decipher records of 
paleoclimatic change through the Holocene, and to 
investigate the deglacial history of the region and its 
influence on the rapidly growing winery industry.  This 
field trip will explore modern sediments and modern 
meteorological events that influence sedimentation 
patterns, look at the record of climate change 
preserved in the Holocene sediments, and examine 
evidence of the deglacial and proglacial lake history 
preserved within the watershed.  We anticipate two 
excursions, one on Seneca Lake using our 65-ft 
research vessel to investigate modern processes with 
our seismic and coring equipment and the second 
within the watershed to investigate the record of 
deglaciation and its influence on the winery industry.  A 
gathering during the evening will provide an opportunity 
to discuss modern limnological, hydrogeochemical, and 
meteorological events, and the paleoclimatic history 
preserved in the lake sediments.  (John Halfman; Tara 
Curtin; Neil laird; Pete Kneupfer) 
 
• Erosion and the Hickory Run Boulder Field—1st 

Annual Kirk Bryan Field Seminar 
A one-day linked field trip and seminar to explore 
recent advances in the quantification of the rates and 
processes of erosion.  The Hickory Run Boulder Field 
will stand as a thought-provoking backdrop, stimulating 
conversation on modern and relict processes and 
landscapes.  The trip is designed to complement the 
Pardee symposium on erosion.  (Frank Pazzaglia; Paul 
Nierman; Milan Pavich; Dorothy Merritts) 
 
• From the K/T to the Coast: Paleontology, 

Stratigraphy, and Coastal Sedimentation from 
the Late Cretaceous through the Quaternary, 
Southern, New Jersey. 
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This trip will make a stop at the Inversand Pit in the 
New Jersey Coastal Plain where the K/T boundary, 
along with Late Cretaceous, Tertiary, and Quaternary 
deposits are exposed.  The trip will work out to the New 
Jersey shore, visiting several Pleistocene and 
Holocene strand lines along the way, overnighting in 
Cape May.  (William Gallagher; Ken Lacovara) 
 
• History and Geology of Gettysburg National 

Battlefield 
A full-day tour of America's Most Hallowed Ground lead 
by geologists who are also historians of the Civil War.  
Tour begins at the railroad cut on McPherson's Ridge, 
moves to Cemetary Ridge, then concludes on the 
Roundtops and Seminary Ridge.  Visits to the 
observation tower and visitor's center (under 
construction) and town are also planned.  (Roger 
Cuffey; Jon Inners) 
 
• Prehistoric Quarries and Early Mines in the New 

York-New Jersey-Pennsylvania Tri-State 
Metropolitan Area 

This field trip is a first-ever visit of prehistoric quarries 
in the metropolitan tri-state area for the archaeological 
and geological research community.  Prehistoric 
quarries and prehistoric mining technology in the 
Central Appalachians will be introduced to researchers.  
The field trip will visit Late Proterozoic-Early Cambrian 
jasper, Cambrian, Ordovician and Devonian nodular 
chert, Ordovician quartz vein and steatite, Middle 
Ordovician bedded radiolarian and Triassic age argillite 
quarries.  The focus of the trip will be on geological 
variables that promote the development of prehistoric 
Native American quarries and mines.   Special 
attention will be paid to the ingenuity of mining 
extraction technology in quarries ranging in age from 
the Paleoindian Period to the Late Woodland.  The 
terrain is moderate, hiking boots are recommended.  
The climate in November is cool (30 to 50 degree F) 
and possibly rainy, therefore layered warm clothing and 
rain gear is needed.  (Philip LaPorte; Margaret Brewer; 
Scott Minchak) 
 

Abstracts Solicited for  
GSA Topical Sessions 

 
THE IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON 
HYDROLOGIC AND GEOMORPHIC 
PROCESSES IN THE ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC 
(T33), sponsored by GSA QG&G. 
Description: High latitude rapid temperature 
increases may lead to irreversible shifts in 
hydrogeomorphic regime resulting in significant 
environmental and human impacts. We seek 

observations or predictions of climatic impacts on 
processes and responses in high latitudes. 

The rationale for this session is that Arctic and 
sub-Arctic regions are experiencing rapid 
temperature increases leading to potential 
significant irreversible shifts in hydrologic regime 
and geomorphology that would result in 
environmental and human impacts. Numerous 
workers in the hydrology, snow hydrology, 
permafrost, and climate fields (among others) are 
working on modeled and observed changes, and 
we feel that an increased discussion among these 
scientists, and in particular a discussion of how the 
changes are affecting hydrology and 
geomorphology is badly needed. In this session, 
we seek observations or predictions of climatic 
impacts on hydrologic and geomorphic processes 
and responses in high latitudes. 

We are soliciting abstracts for oral and poster 
presentations. Abstracts are due by July 11, 2006. 
The electronic submission form will go off line at 
midnight, Pacific Time. Absolutely, no abstracts 
will be accepted after this deadline has passed. 
 
Joan Ramage, Earth and Environmental Sciences, 
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015, 
ramage@lehigh.edu; 610-758-6410 
Rose McKenney, Geosciences/Environmental 
Studies, Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, WA, 
98447 mckennra@plu.edu; 253-535-8726 
 
ARCHEOLOGICAL AND 
GEOARCHEOLOGICAL RECORDS OF 
NATURAL AND HUMAN-INDUCED DISASTERS 
Please consider submitting an abstract to the this 
special topic session that explores catastrophic 
events and disasters in human history recorded in 
geologic data, archaeological excavations, and 
historical sources including earthquakes, volcanic 
eruptions, soil depletion, epidemics, floods, 
droughts, climate and environmental change, and 
crises of cultural origin. 

Devastation from Hurricane Katrina and 9/11 
that has unfolded before our eyes has shown that 
catastrophes have natural and human causes. 
This session will explore various types of disaster 
records and the effects these events might have 
had on the course of human history. This topic is 
timely given widespread media attention on the flu 
pandemic, global warming, hurricane frequency, 
rapid environmental changes in coastal wetlands, 
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tsunami damage, earthquakes and other disasters 
that have recently occurred.  Our goal is to explore 
physical records that can place the modern 
change into a longer historical and archaeological 
context. With growing awareness of perceptible 
change in modern earth systems, we feel that this 
proposed interdisciplinary session will have wide 
international appeal. 

Abstracts should be submitted online at 
www.geosociety.org. Abstract deadline is July 11. 
 
Tina M. Niemi, Department of Geosciences, 
University of Missouri-Kansas City, Flarsheim Hall, 
Kansas City, MO, USA   Niemit@umkc.edu  
 
Suzanne Leroy, Department of Geography and 
Earth Sciences, Brunel University, Uxbridge, UB8 
3PH, UK    Suzanne.Leroy@brunel.ac.uk  
 
L. Mark Raab, Department of Geosciences, 
University of Missouri-Kansas City, Flarsheim Hall, 
Kansas City, MO, USA    raabl@umkc.edu 
 

GSA 2006 Professional  
Development Program 

See the April/May issue of GSA TODAY for 
complete details on short courses offered during 
the Philadelphia meeting: 
<http://www.geosociety.org/meetings/2006/cw.htm> 
 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

-----  Scheduled Events  ------ 
 
10th Int’l Paleolimnology Symposium 
June 25-29, 2006 
Duluth, MN 

 
The 10th International Paleolimnology Symposium 
will be held June 25-29, 2006, in Duluth, 
Minnesota, USA. The symposium theme, "Past 
Ecosystem Processes and Human-Environment 
Interactions" emphasizes the importance of paleo 
records in understanding global environmental 
impacts and their intersection with climate change.  
This topic is also a major focus of the IGBP-
PAGES program.  

 The meeting venue is the recently-built Harbor 
Side Convention Center which faces directly onto 
the Duluth-Superior Harbor.  Social events and 
local field trips will complement the 4-day technical 
program, and optional pre- and post-conference 
excursions to the famed North Shore and Itasca 
regions of northern Minnesota are planned.  
Duluth is reached by short connecting flight from 
the Minneapolis/St. Paul International Airport. 
 Information (some preliminary) about the 
conference theme, venue, social events, pre- and 
post-meeting field trips, and other matters is 
posted at:  <http://www.geo.umn.edu/paleolim10/> 
 
Emi Ito and Dan Engstrom, 
Symposium co-chairs eito@umn.edu
 
 
HOLIVAR 2006  
OPEN SCIENCE MEETING  
June 12-15, 2006 
London, UK 
 
Natural climate variability and global warming. 
Environmental Change Research Centre, 
University College. For further details, visit the 
website: <http://www.holivar2006.org/> 
 
Highland 2006 Symposium – 
Environmental change, geomorphic 
processes, land degradation and 
rehabilitation in tropical and subtropical 
highlands 
<http://www.kuleuven.be/geography/frg/symposia/i
ndex.htm>   
 
Prof. Dr. Jean Poesen Physical and Regional 
Geography Research Group, K.U.Leuven 
GEO-INSTITUTE, Room 03.246 Celestijnenlaan 
200 E, B-3001 Heverlee, Belgium 
tel: ++32/16/32.64.25 
tel: ++32/16/32.64.33 (secretary) 
fax: ++32/16/32.64.00 
e-mail: jean.poesen@geo.kuleuven.be  
<http://www.kuleuven.be/geography/frg/> 
 
State of River Restoration Practice 
River Ecosystem Restoration Forum 
November 15-16, 2006 

http://www.geo.umn.edu/paleolim10/
mailto:eito@umn.edu
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Powell, Ohio 
  
The River Institute is holding a forum on River 
Ecosystem Restoration in Ohio.  This forum will 
provide technology transfer to regulatory agencies 
and promote discussion with Restoration 
Practitioners.  The presentations will focus on 
"real-world" solutions and data that can be applied 
to impaired waters throughout the Midwest. 

The River Institute invites practitioners to 
present methods and findings from restoration 
projects that demonstrate a relationship between 
restored channels and biological recovery.  All 
presentations should emphasize data collected 
from completed restoration projects as well as the 
process used to evaluate success of the project.   
Case studies, field data, empirical relationships 
and results should be highlighted in each 
presentation.   Major presentation topics to be 
considered are: 
  
Natural Channel Design 
Dam Removal 
Chemical Water Quality Improvement 
Over Wide Ditch 
Lessons Learned 
2-Stage Ditch 
Use of Biocriteria to Evaluate Success 
In-Stream Habitat 
  

Powerpoint presentations will be 20 minutes in 
length with each session including a panel 
discussion by presenters of that session. Abstracts 
will be reviewed by The River Institute and authors 
informed of acceptance.  Accepted presentations 
will include one free registration fee for the forum 
and may have their project highlighted on The 
River Institute website following the event.  
Abstracts should be limited to one page (500 
words) and should include the presentation title, 
author and co-author names and affiliations, as 
well as a contact person for the presentation with 
contact information.  
    Abstracts should be submitted electronically to 
The River Institute at center@riverinstitute.org by 
May 30, 2006.  Authors will be notified of 
acceptance by June 30, 2006.  Questions may be 
directed to The River Institute at (614) 832-9593. 
     The Center for Applied River Science at the 
River Institute is an organization of practicing 
professionals who desire to advance the science 

and understanding of river ecosystems. This 
independent group of professionals has a strong 
interest in developing applied research of stream 
ecosystems and stream restoration projects. 
    The River Institute is devoted to expanding the 
knowledge of river and wetland ecology through 
science to further the protection, understanding 
and restoration of rivers and wetlands. The River 
Institute is a non-profit organization, non-
membership charitable corporation. 
 
Sixth International Conference  
on Aeolian Research 
July 24-28, 2006 
University of Guelph, Canada 
 
The 6th International Conference on Aeolian 
Research (ICAR VI) will be held at the University 
of Guelph, Canada from Monday July 24 to Friday 
July 28, 2006. This meeting brings together 
researchers interested in the many diverse areas 
of inquiry focusing on the entrainment, transport 
and deposition of sediment by wind including 
applied aspects of aeolian research. The 
conference will consist of three-and-a-half days of 
technical sessions with both oral and poster 
presentations.  In addition to the technical 
sessions there will be a full day field trip looking at 
the coastal dunes of Lake Ontario, one of 
Canada's Great Lakes. 

The ICAR meetings have had a rich history of 
excellent science combined with great interaction 
among participants and we hope to continue this 
tradition in Guelph. Please consider joining us this 
summer in Canada. 
For more details, please visit the ICAR VI website 
at:   <http://www.uoguelph.ca/icarvi/>  
 
Additional information can be obtained from: 

Dr. W.G. Nickling  
Wind Erosion Laboratory  
Department of Geography  
Guelph, ON    Canada, N1G 2W1 
email: nickling@uoguelph.ca 
 
Dr. J. A. Gillies  
Division of Atmospheric Sciences, 
2215 Raggio Parkway, 
Reno, NV     USA, 89512 
email: jackg@dri.edu 
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ALLUVIAL FANS 2007 
June 18-22, 2007 
Banff, Alberta, Canada 
 
Alluvial Fans 2007 will be held at Banff Park 
Lodge in Banff, Alberta, Canada.  A program of 
presentation sessions and field trips is being 
developed. 
<http://husky1.stmarys.ca/~pgiles/AF2007/Alluvial
Fans2007.htm> 

The meeting will bring together an 
interdisciplinary group of scientists interested in 
various aspects of alluvial fans: geology, sedimen-
tology, geomorphology, hydrology, hydrogeology, 
engineering, resources, and forestry on fans.  
Studies of modern fans as well as fans that are 
part of the stratigraphic record will be presented. 

All those interested in the study of alluvial fans 
are invited to attend this meeting.  The organizers 
have identified tentative themes for presentation 
sessions.  Please consult the meeting website for 
updated information or to add your name to the 
mailing list. 
 
Philip Giles 
Department of Geography 
Saint Mary's University 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada 
e-mail:  alluvialfans2007@smu.ca 
 
British Geomorphological Research 
Group – Geomorphology and Earth 
System Science conference 
June 28-30, 2006 
Loughborough UK 
 
http://www.lboro.ac.uk/departments/gy/gess/index.
htm 

The line-up of posters, talks and keynotes is 
outstanding and we hope that you will join us for 
this exciting meeting.  Please contact the GESS 
email address if you have any questions: 
Dr. Stephen Rice / Mrs. Sue Adcock 
GESS 
Department of Geography 
Loughborough University 
Loughborough 
LE11 3TU, UK 
+44 (0)1509 222 794 

http://www.lboro.ac.uk/departments/gy/gess/index.
htm 
e-mail: GESS.2006@lboro.ac.uk  
 

TWO UPCOMING  
PALEOELEVATION EVENTS 

• The Goldschmidt meeting in Melbourne 
Australia (Aug. 27–Sept. 1, 2006) will include a 
symposium on paleoelevation: S7-02: Up and 
down: Geochemical constraints on paleo-
topography and tectonic geomorphology. 
Our keynote speakers are: Carmie Garzione 
and Pete Reiners. And our invited speakers 
are: Julie Libarkin, Andreas Mulch, David 
Rowley, and Danny Stockli. The Goldschmidt 
website is: <http://www.goldschmidt2006.org/> 

 
• The Mineralogical Society of America and the 

Geochemical Society will be publishing a 
Reviews in Mineralogy and Geochemistry 
volume entitled Paleoelevation: geochemical 
and thermodynamic approaches late in 
2007. There will also be an associated short 
course, tentatively scheduled for Oct. 26 and 
27, 2007 (immediately prior to the Denver GSA 
meeting). If anyone wants more information 
about either the book or the short course, they 
can contact Matt Kohn (below). 

 
Dr. Matthew J. Kohn, Associate Professor 
On sabbatical through 8/06 at: 
Department of Geology 
PO Box 642812 
1228 Webster 
Washington State University 
Pullman, WA 99164-2812 
Phone: (509)-335-7749 
FAX: (509)-335-7816 
mjk@geol.sc.edu
 
IGCP 490: THE ROLE OF HOLOCENE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CATASTROPHES IN 
HUMAN HISTORY: Geological Record of 
Hurricanes 
Sept. 25-27, 2006 
Lafayette, Louisiana 
 
Field trip: just before and afterwards 
Formal meeting:  This year the IGCP490 has 
organized a one-day session (oral and poster) fully 

mailto:mjk@geol.sc.edu
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integrated into the annual meeting of the Gulf 
Coast Association of Geological Societies 
(GCAGS). The key note speaker is Prof. Kam-Biu 
Liu (LSU), a specialist of palaeotempestology. 
Webpage: www.gcags2006.com  
 
Fieldtrips for IGCP490 
* One one-day fieldtrip has been organized by 
Prof. H. Roberts (Louisiana State University). 
Coring from a boat in the delta and Wax Lake will 
give us first hand access to sediment laid down by 
the last hurricanes, including Katrina in 2005. 
 
* One-day field trip, Hurricane Katrina – What 
Happened?, organized by Prof. S. A. Nelson 
(Tulane University), in New Orleans. 
* Sign up early as numbers are capped for both 
trips. Watch the website of GCAGS. 
 
• Business meeting: IGCP490 will also organize 

a formal board meeting during the GCAGS 
conference. 

• Travel grants: a couple of partial travel grants 
are offered for candidates who are young 
scientists working in the field of 
palaeotempestology. 

• Please contact S. Leroy. 
• Registration: through GCAGS 
 
Registration: On-line, begins July 15, 2006; 
deadline August 31, 2006: 
GCAGS/GCPE Professionals  $150 
Spouse/guest      $40 
Students       $20 
Seniors (>65 yr) & Academia (full-time)   $95 
Ice-breaker only      $40 
 
IGCP490: For more information, go to: 
<http://www.mun.ca/canqua/igcp490/>  
 
IGCP490 leader: 
Prof. Suzanne A. G. Leroy 
Department of Geography and Earth Sciences, 
Brunel University, Uxbridge, 
Middlesex UB8 3PH, (West London), UK. 
suzanne.leroy@brunel.ac.uk, 
NEW: direct: +44-1895-266087; fax: +44-1895-
269736, secr: +44-1895-266543 
<www.brunel.ac.uk/about/acad/ges/staff/suzanne_
leroy/ > 

ICSU Dark Nature: <www.mun.ca/canqua/ICSU-
DN/> 
IGCP 490:  <www.mun.ca/canqua/igcp490/> 
 
Weathering, Landscape Evolution, and 

Soil-Forming Processes as 
Palaeoclimate Indicators 

• Session in the 3rd Asia oceania Geosciences 
conference – Interdisciplinary working group 
IWG03 on Weathering soils landscape 
evolution and palaeoclimate change.  

 
Soils form one of the important parameter in 
landscape evolution. Different types of soils are 
developed and formed on various types of 
bedrock.  Climate plays an important factor in 
determining the soil type and soil formation. Rate 
of bedrock weathering and type of pedogenesis 
forming the integral part of the landscape has not 
been well understood. Weathering pattern and 
weathering rates of rocks are governed by the 
mineral and chemical composition of the bedrock. 
Soils and ecosystem also play an important role in 
the exchange of carbon budget and CO2 cycle in 
the atmosphere. This session is focused in 
bringing together international scientists working 
on different aspects of soil formation and 
weathering processes. Understanding soils as an 
important factor for landscape evolution demands 
a multidisciplinary approach. Hence this session is 
designed in the IWG of the AOGS. The session is 
designed to seek current understanding of soil 
formation under following headings: (1) Time and 
causes for bedrock weathering into soils with 
special reference to arid and tropical soils; (2) 
Methods for understanding soil formation and 
radiometric dating of soils; (3) Carbon budget and 
geochemistry of soils; (4) Soil micromorphology, 
palaeopedology and climate change.  
 
For details please log on to AOGS 2006: Asia 
Oceania Geosciences Society 3rd Annual Meeting 
<www.asiaoceania-conference.org> and follow the 
instructions on the web page.   
 
Convenor:  Dr. HEMA ACHYUTHAN  
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY, ANNA 
UNIVERSITY, CHENNAI 25, INDIA  
Email: hachyuthan@yahoo.com   
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------------  MISCELLANEA  ----------- 
 
MRI DATABASE 
For those among you interested in integrated 
global change research, we would like to draw 
your attention to the database that is being built by 
the Mountain Research Initiative (MRI) in Bern, 
Switzerland. 
 
The MRI Database.  The database is MRI's 
central networking tool to connect people from 
research, government, NGOs and the private 
sector involved in the issue of global change in 
mountain regions in one way or another. It 
includes both contact information and details on 
the participants' areas of expertise. To date the 
database already comprises close to 3000 entries. 
Make (or revise) your entry now at: 
<http://mri.scnatweb.ch/content/view/40/44/> 
 
The MRI 
MRI's goals are to advance the understanding of 
how global change, especially climate change, will 
impact mountain environments, peoples and 
economies throughout the world, and to promote 
the use of that understanding in the pursuit 
of sustainable management of mountainous 
regions. MRI is endorsed by IGBP, IHDP, GTOS 
and the MAB Program. Find out more at our new 
website:  <http://mri.scnatweb.ch> 
 
SWGEONET Now Online  
I am pleased to announce the availability of our server 
for processing and delivery of georectified Aster 
satellite imagery data as geotiff for the Southwestern 
US and northern Mexico. We have more than 2300 
images (>350Gb) available and more on the way. They 
have been acquired from 2000 to 2004. Image 
selection is done through our main swgeonet map 
server: 
<http://aspen.asu.edu/website/Geoinformatics/viewer.h
tm> 
 Just make one or more of the Aster layers visible, 
make the one you are interested in active, and click on 
a footprint of interest with the inquire (i) tool and then 
click through the various options. 
 Here is a tutorial that might help to get you going: 
<http://www.geoinformaticsnetwork.org/swgeonet/Data/
Tutorials/Tutorial-ASTER_data.htm>  I also have a 
paper and talk from the ESRI user's conference: 
<http://activetectonics.la.asu.edu/GEONatASU/Data/E
SRI2004GEONArrowsmith.ppt> 

<http://activetectonics.la.asu.edu/GEONatASU/Data/19
15.pdf>   SWGEONET home page: 
<http://www.geoinformaticsnetwork.org/swgeonet/> 
 
Please use this and let us know how it is useful. Please 
be sure to acknowledge the source. 
 
J Ramón Arrowsmith 
Assoc Prof., Arizona State University 
Department of Geological Sciences 
Arizona State University 
Tempe, AZ 85287-1404, U.S.A. 
(480) 965-3541 OFFICE (480) 965-8102 FAX 
<ramon.arrowsmith@asu.edu> 
 
DENDROCHRONOLOGY DATABASE 
 
The Bibliography of Dendrochronology is an 
archive of printed documents relevant to tree-ring 
research worldwide, that you can search for free. It 
was compiled and is constantly updated by Henri 
D. Grissino-Mayer. It currently contains over 8200 
references dating back to 1737. 
<http://www01.wsl.ch/dendrobiblio> 
 
You are welcome to contribute by sending reprints 
of relevant publications to: 

Dr. Henri D. Grissino-Mayer 
Department of Geography 
University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, TN 37996 
865.974.6029 
http://web.utk.edu/~grissino

 
Database of species used in dendrochronology:  
http://www01.wsl.ch/species
 
ELSEVIER JOURNALS 
 
Femke Wallien, the Earth and Environmental 
Sciences publisher at Elsevier announces that the 
titles, authors and abstracts of articles published in 
the following journals are available online at no 
cost:  
Geomorphology: 
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/geomorph
Quaternary International: 
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/quaint
Quaternary Research: 
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/yqres
Quaternary Science Reviews: 
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/quascirev

http://mri.scnatweb.ch
http://www01.wsl.ch/dendrobiblio
http://web.utk.edu/%7Egrissino
http://www01.wsl.ch/species
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/geomorph
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/quaint
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/yqres
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/quascirev
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Also, you can also receive Tables of Contents via 
email as each new issue publishes.  Register your 
email address with ContentsDirect, Elsevier's free 
email alerting service, at <cdsub@elsevier.co.uk> or 
online at http://contentsdirect.elsevier.com/
 
ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION OF 
MANUSCRIPTS TO GEOMORPHOLOGY 
 
As of January 2005, all manuscripts submitted to 
the Elsevier journal, Geomorphology, should be 
submitted through the electronic submission 
system.  This system will also be used to distribute 
manuscripts to reviewers.   Authors also will be 
able to track the status of their papers will in the 
review stage and after accepted for publication.  
Authors will receive links to the on-line version of 
their papers in-press as well as the final version. 
 To submit a manuscript, authors should begin 
by navigating to the Elsevier Author Gateway for 
Geomorphology: 
http://authors.elsevier.com/JournalDetail.html?Pub
ID=503334&Precis=DESC
 
Authors will note an orange-colored box on the 
right side of the web page.  Click-on "submit online 
to this journal" for instructions.  The first time you 
submit a manuscript, you will be asked to register 
with a username and password that you select. 
 
Dr. Richard A. Marston  
Email: marstor@okstate.edu 
Sun Chair Professor, School of Geology 
Co-Editor-in-Chief, Geomorphology 
Vice President, Association of American 
Geographers 
105 Noble Research Center 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, OK 74078-3031 
 
IAG NEWSLETTER 
 
IAG Newsletters are available on the IAG Website: 
<http://www.geomorph.org> 
 
GEOMORPHORUM 
 
The newsletter of the Association of American 
Geographers (AAG) Geomorphology Specialty 
Group can be accessed at: 
http://www.cas.sc.edu/geog/gsgdocs/geomorphorum.html

 
Send comments and suggestions to: 

Greg Pope, Chair, AAG-Geomorphology 
Specialty Group 
Dept. of Earth & Environmental Studies 
Montclair State University 
Montclair, New Jersey 07043 USA 
973-655-7385 

mailto:popeg@mail.montclair.edu
 
PAGES 
 
PAst Global changES (PAGES).  The core mission 
of PAGES is to facilitate international 
collaborations and interdisciplinary science, 
especially between individuals involved in national 
programs with overlapping interests.  The PAGES 
scope of interest includes the physical climate 
system, biogeochemical cycles, ecosystem 
processes, biodiversity, and human dimensions. 
The emphasis is on high-resolution studies of 
global change – such as those stored in ice cores, 
tree rings, speleothems, corals, lakes, marine 
records, etc. – and the use of these data for 
making sound estimates of future global change. 
What Is PAGES and how can a GSA/Quaternary 
Member get involved?  http://www.pages.unibe.ch
 PAGES even played a key role with NOAA in 
establishing the WDC-A for Paleoclimatology as 
the central depository for global paleoclimate data. 
 WDC-A stands for World Data Center for 
Paleoclimatology, which is a part of the NOAA 
National Climate Data Center (NCDC). 
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/paleo.html
 

— Julie Brigham-Grette 
 
VIRTUAL JOURNAL OF GEOBIOLOGY 
 
This free, online journal now includes over 200 
articles from 21 source journals, including 
Geomorphology. The Virtual Journal of 
Geobiology is edited by Lee R. Kump of Penn 
State University. Visit today at 
http://earth.elsevier.com/geobiology and enter 
your email to receive free alerts as new issues go 
live. 
 
CGRG BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CANADIAN 
GEOMORPHOLOGY 
 
http://cgrg.geog.uvic.ca/cgi-bin/search.cgi

http://contentsdirect.elsevier.com/
http://authors.elsevier.com/JournalDetail.html?PubID=503334&Precis=DESC
http://authors.elsevier.com/JournalDetail.html?PubID=503334&Precis=DESC
http://www.geomorph.org
http://www.cas.sc.edu/geog/gsgdocs/geomorphorum.html
mailto:popeg@mail.montclair.edu
http://www.pages.unibe.ch/
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/paleo.html
http://earth.elsevier.com/geobiology
http://cgrg.geog.uvic.ca/cgi-bin/search.cgi
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1. The Bibliography of Canadian Geomorphology 
is a searchable database dedicated to identifying 
publications and presentations describing the 
practice and application of geomorphology in 
Canada. Included are over 18,000 records related 
to the fields of aeolian, applied, coastal, fluvial, 
glacial, hillslope, karst, periglacial, permafrost and 
offshore geomorphology. The database also 
includes records describing Canadian 
Quaternary/Holocene environments and a 
substantial body of records related to Canadian 
hydrology. 
 
2. Recent Publications in Canadian 
Geomorphology 
    http://cgrg.geog.uvic.ca/list.htm  
 
 
IGCP-500: Dryland Change: Past, 
Present, Future 
 
The International Geological Correlation Program 
(IGCP) has approved nine new 5-year projects. 
The full title of one is: Westerlies and Monsoons: 
Impacts of Climate Change and Variability on 
Dryland Environments, Hydrogeology and People. 
 
The objectives of IGCP-500 are: 
1. To enhance the welfare of dryland societies by 
contributing to a better understanding of what 
drives climate change and variability, 
environmental change and key resource 
availability over timescales ranging from millennia 
to subdecadal. 
2. To investigate the dynamics of key dryland 
landscape and resource elements, especially 
hydrological dynamics and aeolian system 
dynamics, and their impacts on and interactions 
with the human use of drylands. 
3. Through the above scientific goals, enhance 
capacity in cutting edge dryland science and to 
provide a significant dryland input to the co-IGCP 
CHANGES initiative. 
 
If you are interested in participating in the 
Canadian component of IGCP-500, please 
contact: 
 
Dave Sauchyn, Canadian Rep, IGCP-500 Mgmt Team 
Research Professor 
Prairie Adaptation Research Collaborative 
150 - 10 Research Drive 

University of Regina, Regina, SK, S4S 7J7 
306-337-2299, 306-337-2301 (fax) 
sauchyn@uregina.ca  
 
 
Geological Society of America 
Quaternary Geology and Geomorphology 
Division 
Minutes of the Management Board Meeting 
Sunday, 16 October 2005 
2006 Annual Report to GSA Council 
 
ACTION ITEMS FOR 2006 GSA COUNCIL: 

• Improve efficiency of administration of other 
QG&G awards to increase nominations. (See 
below for further discussion.) 

 
• Response to 2005 Action Items Requested 

(See below for further discussion.) 
o Location, day, and time of Division 

activities need to be better promoted 
(easier to find) from the main GSA 
Annual Meeting web page. 

o Workshops, short courses, and field trips 
should be run at cost—not for profit. 

 
Attending: 

Alan Gillespie, Chair 
John Costa, 1st Vice Chair 
John F. (Jack) Shroder, 2nd Vice Chair 
Lisa Ely, 2nd Vice Chair-Elect 
Janet Slate, Secretary 
Scott Burns, Treasurer 
2005-2007 Panel-Elect: 
 Sara Rathburn, L. Allan James 
2004-2006 Panel: 

Missy Eppes, John Gosse, Wendy 
Gerstel 

2003-2005 Panel: 
Mark Gonzalez, Glenn Thackray 

Barb EchoHawk, GSA 
Carolyn Olson, GSA Councilor liaison 
Mike Ellis, NSF Geomorphology and Land-Use 
Dynamics Program Director 

 
Sent regrets for not attending: 

Ellen Wohl, Past Chair 
Dennis Dahms, Newsletter/Web Editor 
Rich Madole, Historian 
Stephen Wolfe, 2005-2007 Panel-Elect 
Whitney Autin, 2003-2005 Panel 

http://cgrg.geog.uvic.ca/list.htm
mailto:sauchyn@uregina.ca
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The following issues were discussed: 
 
1. Action Items for 2006 GSA Council (carry-over 
from 2005) 

(a) Improve efficiency of administration of other 
QG&G awards to increase nominations. 

 
Diane Lorenz (GSA) made suggestions during our 2004 
meeting to improve the administration and advertising 
of awards so that QG&G will get more nominations. 
Again, greatly appreciated were the Hall of Fame 
posters of all awards and awardees at the Annual 
Meeting. In particular, the Gladys W. Cole Award has 
not received a sufficient number of applications, and 
needs greater visibility. (March 2006 update: QG&G 
has seen an increased number of Gladys W. Cole 
Award applicants.) If possible, QG&G would like help 
increasing the number of nominations for other QG&G 
awards. 
    The new online application process for student grants 
that began in 2005 resulted in a 22-fold increase in the 
number of Student Award applications for QG&G to 
evaluate. In 2005, the QG&G Student Grants 
Committee chose to evaluate all of the applications as 
the GSA’s Research Grant Committee evaluation 
process was not known.  
 

(b) Difficulty finding QG&G functions on GSA 
website 
 

Once again, it’s easier to find information related to 
Associated & Allied Societies than it is to find 
information related to Division functions. There needs 
to be a link to Division activities on the Annual GSA 
Meeting web page. The current procedure to: (1) search 
on “Quaternary Geology and Geomorphology” using 
the Personal Planner; or (2) click on “Other Daily 
Events for Tuesday, October 18, 2005,” requires prior 
knowledge (or a guess) of the day on which the 
ceremony will be held. This is unacceptable to QG&G. 
 

(c) Exorbitant cost of workshops, short courses, 
and field trips 

 
Workshops, short courses, and field trips should be run 
at cost. Such activities are what separate GSA from 
meetings of other scientific societies. 
 

(d) Other Issues from GSA Council 
Representative Carolyn Olson 

 
None articulated, but her presence at our meeting was 
appreciated. 
 
2. Applications for Division awards and GSA 
awards related to QG&G (Alan Gillespie) 
The number of Student Awards applications increased 
22-fold – from 12 to 264. This year, the committee 
evaluated all of the applications submitted. Other 
divisions evaluate only those applications that have 
been successfully reviewed by GSA’s Research Grant 
Committee. In 2006, only applicants who have not 
already received grants from GSA will be eligible. This 
should reduce the number of applicants to evaluate. 
How should our QG&G Student Awards Committee 
evaluate the student awards applications? (question 
posed by Jack Shroder) We will seek the GSA student 
grant criteria from Diane Lorenz of GSA. 
 
The Gladys W. Cole Memorial Research Award, 
however, had an abysmal number of applicants. 
Although this is a GSA (and not a Division) award, 
QG&G is responsible for selecting the awardee. Diane 
Lorenz of GSA promised better/more advertising to 
increase the number of applicants for this award. 
(March 2006 update: this appears to have been 
successful for 2006.) 
 
3. Election nomination and balloting process  
Thanks to the Nominating Committee: Steve Kite 
(Chair), Missy Eppes, and Wendy Gerstel for 
selecting the 2005 ballot. Ellen Wohl will chair the 
2006 Nominating Committee. Nominations will be 
taken for the 2006 election at the Awards Ceremony. 
 
4. Past Chair’s Report (Ellen Wohl – not in 
attendance) 
Book raffle at 2004 Awards Ceremony was a big hit 
with student recipients. GSA Foundation, however, 
requests that we work through them when asking for 
donations from publishers in the future. 
 
5. Treasurer’s Report (Scott Burns) 
Financial Reports 2004, Budget 2005-2006 – see 
attachments from Scott Burns. The QG&G budget is 
healthy; no dues increase is recommended for 2006. A 
conservative 2005-2006 budget puts the QG&G 
Division $500 in the black (surplus). 
 
Kirk Bryan Award amount is now $3000. KBA 
account is with the Foundation. With the transference 
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of the Kirk Bryan Memorial Fund to the GSA 
Foundation, the Management Board asks QG&G 
members to consider donating to the KBA fund to raise 
the level of the award to $5000. GSA Foundation limits 
dispersal of the fund account to 5% of the principal. 
Currently, additional funds from the QG&G operating 
budget supplement the Kirk Bryan Award. 
 
Farouk El-Baz Award amount for 2005 is $5,000 for 
the Professional Award and $5,000 for the Student 
Award. Following our 11/29/2005 teleconference, the 
Farouk El-Baz Student Award will be $2,500 
commensurate with the other student awards. The 
Farouk El-Baz Professional Award commencing in 
2006 will consist of the available disbursement from the 
El-Baz Fund minus $2,500 for the 2005 FEB Student 
Award recipient (approximately $7,500). 
 
Easterbrook Distinguished Scientist Award updated 
regulations (see note below under item 12) 
 

Other awards issues 
The Distinguished Career Award recipient currently 
receives a modest $1000 from the QG&G general 
budget. If GSA Foundation were to disburse the 
funds for this award, the account would need to be 
$20,000. 

 
IAG (International Association of Geographers) 
dues now up-to-date 
 
QG&G Awards Ceremony and Reception 
Salt Palace Convention Center, Ballroom J 
 
6. Secretary’s Report (Janet Slate) 
Ongoing requests:  

(1) Management Board members should copy the 
Secretary in Division-related emails. 

(2) Retiring officers should send copies of their 
pertinent Division records to Secretary. 

(3) Forward appropriate nominations to the next 
Chair in line to manage an award. 

 
2005 Election Results 
A total of 241 members voted—18% of total 
membership and a slight increase from 16% last year. 
The following people were elected to office: 

Chair:     John Costa 
1st Vice Chair: John F. (Jack)     

Shroder, Jr. 
2nd Vice Chair   Lisa Ely 

Treasurer: Scott Burns 
(starts 4th term) 

Newsletter Ed./Webmaster: Dennis Dahms 
(returns for 2nd term) 

2005-2007 Panel:  
Sara L. Rathburn,  
L. Allan James,  
Stephen A. Wolfe  

 
Special thanks to other QG&G candidates:  

P. Thompson Davis, J. Bruce Harrison, Kyle 
K. Nichols, P. Kyle House 

And thanks to Barb EchoHawk and GSA headquarters 
staff for arranging the website balloting and 
tallying the ballots.  

 
Membership 
Based on GSA Division Liaison Barb EchoHawk’s 
email message of 9/2/05, 2005 membership is 
calculated to be 1339 (compared to 1360 members in 
2004). Alan Gillespie reports that the fraction of 
students comprising the division in the last 10 years has 
doubled. 
 
Kirk Bryan Award 

John Gosse & Fred Phillips, Terrestrial in situ 
cosmogenic nuclides: theory and applications, 
Quaternary Science Reviews, v. 20, p. 1475-
1560 (2001). 
Ed Evenson, Citationist 

 $3000, plaque  
Special thanks to this year’s Panel: Mark 
Gonzalez, Glenn Thackray, Whitney Autin, 
Missy Eppes, Wendy Gerstel, and John Costa 

 
Distinguished Career Award 

Steve Porter 
 Alan Gillespie, Citationist 
 $1,000, plaque 
 4 nominations carry over for 2006.  

Thanks to this year’s Panel: Mark Gonzalez, 
Glenn Thackray, Whitney Autin, Missy 
Eppes, Wendy Gerstel, and John Gosse 

From the GDD, p. 48, “The names of unsuccessful 
candidates proposed for this award will remain open to 
consideration without renomination for three years.  
Further consideration after this period will require 
renomination.” 
 
Gladys W. Cole Memorial Research Grant  
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Kenneth Lepper, Fence row dunes as archives 
of eolian soil erosion rates in west Texas and 
eastern New Mexico 
$9,500 

Need to increase pool of applicants. (See items 1 and 2 
above.) 
 
7. Newsletter Editor/Webmaster’s Report (Dennis 
Dahms – not in attendance) 
One newsletter was published in 2005. We need to try 
to publish two per year in accordance with our QG&G 
policies and bylaws document (GDD). 
 
8. Historian’s Report (Rich Madole – not in 
attendance, Janet Slate)  
 Rich would like to step down from this position, 
but will not do so until a suitable replacement has been 
found. Rich feels that the individual who fills this 
position should: (1) be a long-time member of the 
Division, (2) have the time to invest, and (3) be 
interested in matters historical. 
 March 2006 update: Rich proffers his 
resignation. QG&G instates new Historian, P. Thom 
Davis. 
 
9. Second Vice-Chair’s Report (Jack Shroder) 
J. Hoover Mackin Award ($2500, plaque) Patrick 
Belmont, Lehigh University, Calibrating model for 
estimating basin-wide erosion rates from in situ 
terrestrial cosmogenic nuclides (Frank Pazzaglia, 
Advisor) 
J. Hoover Mackin Award Honorable Mention 
(plaque): Whitney Kocis, University of Tennessee 
(Claudia Mora, Advisor). 
 
Arthur D. Howard Award ($2500, plaque): Aron S. 
Taylor, California State University, Fullerton, 
Geomorphic evolution of San Juan Creek, California: 
Implications for base level change and tectonic 
deformation of the Santa Ana Mountain foothills 
(Phillip Armstrong, Advisor) 
Arthur D. Howard Award Honorable Mention 
(plaque): Jedediah Frechette, University of New 
Mexico (Grant Meyer, Advisor) 
 
Farouk El-Baz Student Award ($5,000, plaque): James 
H. Mayer, University of Arizona, Paleoenvironments 
and geochronology of Late Quaternary playa fills of 
Texas and New Mexico (Vance Holliday, Advisor) 

Farouk El-Baz Student Honorable Mention (plaque): 
Amy Brock, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (Brenda 
Buck, Advisor) 
By teleconference on 11/29/05, the Management Board 
decided to make this award $2,500 commensurate with 
the other student awards. 
 
Special thanks to 2005 Student Awards Panel: Jack 
Shroder (Chair), John Gosse, Harry Jol, Dorothy 
Sack, and Jack Vitek 
 
Discussion regarding student nominees. GSA 
membership is already a requirement. Students 
applying for the Mackin, Howard, and Farouk El-Baz 
(Student) Awards should be members of QG&G. I 
believe we gifted winners with membership if they 
were not already QG&G members. A future issue with 
the online application process is to make QG&G 
membership a prerequisite for application for QG&G 
Student Awards. 
 
From August 18, 2005 email of Pat Kilner, GSA 
Membership Director: 
We are in the midst of preparing for Membership 
Renewal '06 and an issue has presented itself that needs 
your concurrence. 
Our "Recent Graduate" membership category was 
formed back in 2000.  The membership benefits for 
these individuals include continuing to receive the 
student rate for their GSA membership, meeting 
registrations, and continuing to receive GSA Bulletin 
and Geology online for up to two years after receiving 
their degree. 
Currently, these members are being charged the higher 
professional rate versus the student rate for their 
Division memberships.  When establishing this 
category of membership, the rate that they were 
charged for their division memberships may have been 
an oversight by GSA. 
We would like to be consistent going forward by 
changing the division membership rate for Recent 
Graduates to the student rate.  Additionally, this would 
add value to their GSA membership and may increase 
the likelihood of them remaining members throughout 
their career.  Lastly, this would streamline their renewal 
process. 
Attached is a chart with the details.  A quick glance 
reveals that the overall financial impact is minimal. 
(Chart not attached here – impact to QG&G is $192.) 
Please let me know if we have your Division's 
permission to apply the student rate to Recent 
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Graduates' division memberships.  If all Divisions 
agree, this change will be effective with their 2006 
membership.  We are planning to send the first renewal 
notice shortly, so your reply is appreciated by Tuesday, 
August 23rd.      (Chair Alan Gillespie replied ok at the 
time of this message. Management Board concurrence 
took place at this meeting.) 
 
10. First Vice-Chair’s Report (John Costa) 
Farouk El-Baz Award 

Yehouda Enzel 
 Alan Gillespie, Citationist 
 $5,000, plaque 

4 new 2005 nominations (one of which was 
selected for the award) and no 2004 
nominations carry over for 2006. 

From the GDD, p. 55, “Nomination packages for 
unsuccessful nominees are evaluated for the award for 
two additional years.  Nomination packages considered 
in any given year may be updated and resubmitted any 
time before the 1 April deadline.” 
 
Plans for 2006 Meeting 
http://rock.geosociety.org/meetings/2006/
2006 JTPC Representatives (John Costa and Jack 
Shroder) 

Dec 1, 2005 Field Trip Proposals – Half-day, 
single-day, and multi-day field trips, 
beginning or ending in or near Philadelphia 
and dealing with all aspects of the 
geosciences. Please Contact the Field Trip 
Chair: Frank J. Pazzaglia, fjp3@lehigh.edu, 
(610) 758-3667, fax (610)-758-3677 

Jan 1, 2006 Short Course Proposals 
(especially looking for some w/ half- or full-
day field component) contact Edna Collis 
(800) 472-1988, ext. 1034; 
ecollis@geosociety.org

Jan 10, 2006 Pardee Keynote Symposia & 
topical sessions; go through 
http://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2006TPC/session
proposals.epl to submit proposal 

 Hot Topics ideas 
 K-16 education workshops – contact Christine 

McLelland; educator@geosociety.org
Feb. 1, 2006 – nominations for new GSA 

Fellows 
Feb. 1, 2006 – applications for GSA/USGS 

Congressional Science Fellowship 
Feb 1, 2006 – nominations for GSA 

committees, GSA officers & councilors, 

Honorary Fellows, Doris M. Curtis 
Memorial Fund for Women in Science 
Award; Penrose Medal, Day Medal, Young 
Scientist Award (Donath Medal), GSA 
Public Service Award, Distinguished 
Service Award 

Feb 1, 2006 – applications due for Student 
Research Grants 

Mar 31, 2006 – nominations for John C. Frye 
Environmental Geology Award 

Apr 30, 2006 – nominations for Wm T. Pecora 
Award, National Medal of Science, 
Vannevar Bush Award, Alan T. Waterman 
Award 

July 11, 2006 – Annual Meeting abstract 
deadline 

 
11. Chair’s Report (Alan Gillespie) 
Report on 2005 Joint Technical Program Committee 
 Process went smoothly. 
 
Report on Division Chairs’ Meetings – Boulder 
(February 2005) and Salt Lake City (5 Nov).  
 See notes from Barb EchoHawk. 
 
2005 Donald J. Easterbrook Distinguished Scientist 
Award 

Giff Miller 
$25,000, plaque 

 Citationist: Steve Forman (for John Andrews) 
Special thanks to this year’s selection Panel for the 

award: Glenn Thackray, (EDSA Committee 
Chair), Mark Gonzalez, Whitney Autin, 
Missy Eppes, John Gosse, and Wendy 
Gerstel 

The Chair at the time of the award is the QG&G Officer 
responsible for seeing that the Easterbrook 
proposal is completed and approved. 

2006 Easterbrook Award pass-through funds from 
Don Easterbrook for the 2006 winner’s proposal 
will be $25,000. 

 
Annual Awards Ceremony, Tues (18 Oct) 7-11:00 
PM, Salt Palace Convention Center, Ballroom J 
 
Necrology 
Ernest W. Blythe, Jr.  Martin, TN  
 February 1, 2005 
Paul E. Damon  Tucson, AZ  
 April 14, 2005 

http://rock.geosociety.org/meetings/2006/
mailto:fjp3@lehigh.edu
mailto:ecollis@geosociety.org
http://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2006TPC/sessionproposals.epl
http://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2006TPC/sessionproposals.epl
mailto:educator@geosociety.org


Stuart P. Hughes  Missoula, MT  
 August 4, 2003 
Geoffrey O. Seltzer  Syracuse, NY  
 January 15, 2005 
Joshua I. Tracey, Jr.  Lancaster, PA  
 October 23, 2004 
 
12. Distinguished Scientist (Easterbrook) Award 
(Don Easterbrook – not in attendance) 
Last year we discussed a number of issues with regard 
to the EDSA.  This part of the GDD was revised.  Does 
it meet with Don’s approval?  Is there anything else to 
change? 
 
13. Miscellaneous Items 
QG&G decided not to have an exhibit booth to display 
the poster during the annual meeting as this requires the 
commitment of individuals to sit at the booth. 
 
Mike Ellis, NSF Program Director for Geomorphology 
and Land-Use Dynamics, introduced and defined the 
program, described its size and prospects, and fielded 
questions that people had. He will write a message for 
publication in the QG&G Spring Newsletter. He was 
introduced at the Awards Ceremony and Reception; 
interested people spoke with him following the formal 
part of the program. 
 
Decision made in 11/29/05 teleconference  
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Henceforth, the Farouk El-Baz Student Award will be 
$2,500 commensurate with the other student awards. 
The Farouk El-Baz Professional Award commencing in 
2006 will consist of the available disbursement from the 
El-Baz Fund minus $2,500 for the 2005 FEB Student 
Award recipient (approximately $7,500). 
 
 
Adjournment: 10:00 pm 
Respectfully submitted: Janet Slate, Secretary, 
Quaternary Geology & Geomorphology Division, 
3/14/06 (revised) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHANGING OF THE GUARD: 
THE PASSING OF LUNA 
LEOPOLD, ERNIE MULLER, AND 
VIRGIL BAKER 
 
We recently received news of the deaths of three 
of our colleagues: Luna Leopold, Ernie Muller, and 
Virgil Baker.   These men influenced many of our 
careers, whether or not we knew each personally.  
Rather than try to fit tributes to these colleagues 
into the cluttered and limited space of the 
newsletter, we will publish them on the QG&G 
website as we can prepare them.  I this way we 
intend that those who knew them best may honor 
the men, their careers, and the meaning of their 
lives to those who survive them. 
 
Again we are reminded that the guard is always 
changing.  Those of us who looked up to these 
men as the ‘mature professionals’ of our 
discipline(s) now wonder who might replace them.  
It may a bit disconcerting to realize that it is us; as 
their generation passes, we become the ‘old 
guard.’  We hope that the legacies we leave to our 
younger colleagues will be as memorable as those 
left to us.  Godspeed, gentlemen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Geology & Health – No set schedule. 
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 Bruce Wahle  <earthgeo@frii.com 2006 Division Newsletter Editors  
Geoscience Education – Winter, Summer  

Many Divisions “publish” their newsletters mainly by posting 
them on their Division websites.  All Division websites can be 
accessed from: 
http://www.geosociety.org/sectdiv/divisions.htm

Mark Hafen <mhafen@chuma1.cas.usf.edu> 
 
History of Geology – each quarter 
William R. (Bill) Brice <wbrice@pitt.edu> 

Typical issue dates are approximations only.  So if you wish 
to get the word out on some person, event or whatever…  

 
Hydrogeology – June/July, Sept/Oct 

 F. Edwin (Ed) Harvey <feharvey1@unl.edu> 
Archaeological Geology – Mar, Sept  
Jennifer Smith <jensmith@levee.wustl.edu> International – irregular; no named editor 
 Contact: Secty Michael Foose <mfoose@usgs.gov> 
Coal Geology – July, Sept/Oct  
Thomas D. Demchuk 
<thomas.d.demchuk@conocophillips.com> 

Limnogeology – June 
Michael R Rosen <mrosen@usgs.gov> 

  
Engineering Geology – Feb/Mar, June, Sept Planetary Geology – Summer or Fall 
Jerome V. (Jerry) DeGraff <45nutca@sbcglobal.net> Louise Prockter  <louise.prockter@jhuapl.edu 
  
Geobiology & Geomicrobiology – no schedule QG&G – March, September 
Chair, Jack Farmer  <Jack.farmer@asu.edu> Dennis Dahms <dennis.dahms@uni.edu> 
  
Geology & Society – no set schedule Sedimentary Geology – Feb/Mar, Sept/Oct 
Dick Berg   <berg@isgs.uiuc.edu> Mariana L. Rhoades <mrhoades@sjfc.edu> 
  
Geophysics – No seet schedule. Structural Geology & Tectonics – Mar, Sept 
Dennis Harry   <dharry@cnr.colostate.edu> Barbara M. Sheffels barbsheffels@aol.co
 Tim F. Wawrzyniec  tfw@unm.edu
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.geosociety.org/sectdiv/divisions.htm
mailto:barbsheffels@aol.co
mailto:tfw@unm.edu
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TO ALL VOTING MEMBERS OF GSA’S QG&G DIVISION: 
 
This is the ballot for 2006-2007 officers for the Quaternary Geology & Geomorphology Division. Please 
vote by marking your ballot, completing the section at the bottom of this page, and returning it to GSA 
postmarked no later than August 31, 2006.  Biographical data for this year’s candidates follow this page. 
 
If you prefer, you may vote online by August 31 at https://rock.geosociety.org/ballot/vote.asp?Name=qgg 
At this site, access the online ballot using your GSA member number (or your email address if it is in your GSA 
records).  For assistance, please contact GSA at <gsaservice@geosociety.org>, or (303) 357-1000, option 3, 
or call toll-free in the U.S. at (888) 443-4472.  
 
Chair (vote for one candidate): 

(   )  John F. (Jack) Shroder, Jr.    (   )  Write-in       
 
1st Vice-Chair (vote for one candidate): 

(   )  Lisa L. Ely      (   )  Write-in       
 
2nd Vice-Chair (vote for one candidate): 

(   )  Alan R. Nelson       

(   )  Marith C. Reheis      (   )  Write-in       
 

Secretary (vote for one candidate): 

(   )  Jon J. Major      (   )  Write-in       
 

Members of the Panel (vote for three candidates): 

(   )  Kenneth D. Adams  (   )  Jason Briner   (   )  Steven L. Forman 

(   )  Jeffrey R. Knott   (   )  Michael Kaplan   (   )  Scott C. Lundstrom 

(   )  Write-in         
 

Complete the following section to validate your ballot. Your ballot must be postmarked by August 
31, 2006.  Mail to:  

Quaternary Geology & Geomorphology Division 
Geological Society of America 

PO Box 9140 
Boulder, CO  80301-9140 

 
 
Your Name (printed)           
 
Your signature (required)            
 
Your GSA Member Number* (required)          
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* This is at the top of your GSA TODAY label.  GSA contact information for assistance is printed near the top 
of this ballot. 
Biographies of nominees for the election of 2006-07 Officers of the Quaternary 
Geology and Geomorphology Division: 
 
 
Nominee for Chair:
 
Jack (John) Shroder.   Geomorphology, landslides, glaciers, dendrogeomorphology.  Educ.: 
BS Union College-Schenectady; MS Massachusetts-Amherst; Ph.D Utah.  Lecturer, U. Malawi, 67-
69; Asst/Assoc/Full Prof. U. Nebraska-Omaha 69-present; Visiting/Exchange Prof. & Fulbright, 
Kabul, Afghanistan 77-78; Peshawar, Pakistan 83-84; NE Foundation Prof. 84-89; UNOmaha 
Distinguished Res. Award, 88; Aksarben Outstanding Educator, 91; Regents Prof, UNOmaha, 95-
present. Mem: GSA (Fellow); AAAS (Fellow); AAG; AAG rep. to AAAS Board of Geol. & Geog.; 
Distinguished Career Award, Mtn. Spec. Grp., AAG; Editor-in-Chief, Developments in Earth Surface 
Processes book series; Editor, Geomorphology. Res.: Himalayan denudation cascade, mass 
movement, glacial geomorphology, catastrophic outburst floods, GIS & remote sensing mtns.  
 
 
Nominee for 1st Vice-chair:
 
Lisa L. Ely. Geomorphology, Quaternary Geology, Paleohydrology.  Edu: BS Geology and 
Biology, Principia College; MS Geosciences Univ of Arizona; PhD Geosciences, Univ of Arizona.  
Prof Exp: Hydrologist 85-86, Cella Barr Engineering; NSF Post-Doc Fellow 92-94, ESSC, Penn 
State Univ; Dept Geological Sciences Asst Prof 94-98, Assoc Prof 98-03, Prof 03-present, Dept 
Chair, 03-present, Central Washington Univ. Prof Affil: GSA since 83, AGU, AMQUA, Sigma Xi. 
GSA Service: QGG Panel 95-98, K Bryan & Dist Career 96-98, Howard 98, JTPC 98-02, Pardee 
99, 03, Topical 02. Addtnl Service: AMQUA Panel 96-00, PKAL F21 04-present. Rsrch Int: 
Fluvial and lacustrine response to climate; paleoflood hydrology; sediment transport in gravel-
bed rivers, bedrock channel evolution. 
Statement of Interest: As a long-term supporter and active member of GSA, I look forward to 
the opportunity to serve the QGG Division in a greater role. QGG is by nature an interdisciplinary 
group, and I am excited about the possibilities for developing sessions and initiatives with other 
GSA divisions. 
 
 
Nominees for 2nd Vice-Chair: 
 
Alan R. Nelson:  Quaternary Geology, Paleoseismology.  Edu: BS, MS Wisconsin-Madison; 
Ph.D Univ. of Colorado.  Professional Experience: Geologist, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, 
1979-1985; Research Affiliate, INSTAAR, Univ. of Colorado, 1981-present; RESEARCH 
GEOLOGIST, USGS, GOLDEN, CO 1985-present.  Awards: Univ. of Colorado Graduate Fellowship 
1975-78; Killam Fellowship, Dalhousie Univ., 1978-79; Gilbert Fellowship, USGS, 1989;  
Memberships: GSA 1972-, AMQUA 1972-, SEPM, AGU, AEG, SSA, IGCP-274,367.  Editorial 
Board: GEOLOGY.  Research:  Paleoseismology and tsunami hazards in U.S. Pacific Northwest; 
intertidal stratigraphy and micropaleontology applied to coastal tectonics; paleoseismic records in 
lakes; active deformation recorded by Holocene sea-level change; paleoseismology of strike-slip 
faults in The Philippines; paleoseismology of normal faults in Utah; neotectonics, geomorphology, 
amino acid dating, and soils in Basin and Range, western U.S.  Mailing Address: Geologic Hazards 
Team, MS 966, U.S. Geological Survey, PO Box 25046, Denver CO 80225 (anelson@usgs.gov). 
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Marith Reheis:   Quaternary stratigraphy, soils, eolian processes, paleoclimate, neotectonics.  
Educ.: BS Univ. of Georgia; MS, Ph.D Univ. of Colorado.  Geologist, Cons. Div., USGS, 1974-
1978; part-time geologist, Central Environmental Geology, USGS, 1978-1984; research 
geologist, Regional Geology, Climate History, and Earth Surface Processes, USGS, 1984-
present.  Memberships: GSA (Fellow), Colo. Sci. Soc. (past secretary and councilor), SSSA, 
AMQUA, AGU. Gilbert Fellowship, USGS, 1995; USGS STAR awards.  Prof. service: GSA Bull. 
Assoc. Editor, 1993-2001; Panel member, QG&G Division, GSA, 1999-2001; member GSA 
Student Research Grants Committee 2000-2002; member of 6 thesis committees; helped 
organize and conduct numerous field trips (about 15 at last count) for FOP, GSA, etc. Research: 
aridic soils and surface processes (responses to climate and human controls), eolian dust and 
geochemical contributions to plant nutrients, long pluvial lake records, paleoclimate, 
neotectonics, soil chronosequences, fluvial history of Bighorn Basin. 
 
 
Nominee for Secretary (2007-2009) 
 
JON J. MAJOR:  BA University of Dayton; MS Pennsylvania State University; Ph.D University of 
Washington.  Research Hydrologist, U.S. Geological Survey Cascades Volcano Observatory; 
Member GSA (Fellow), AGU, IAVCEI; GSA QGG Panelist 2002-2004; Associate Editor, GSA 
Bulletin 2000-present; GSA Engineering Geology Division E.B. Burwell Award 1993, University 
of Dayton Alumni Achievement Award 1999; Research interests include geologic and hydrologic 
responses to landscape disturbance, hydrologic hazards of eruptions, volcano hydrology, mass-
wasting hazards.  
 
 
Nominees for QG&G Panel (2006-2008) 

 
KENNETH D. ADAMS: BA Humboldt State University; MS Montana State University; Ph.D 
University of Nevada, Reno.  Associate Research Professor, Desert Research Institute; Graduate 
Faculty, Graduate Program of Hydrologic Sciences, University of Nevada, Reno; Cooperating 
Faculty, Dept. of Geological Sciences, UNR; Research Associate, Sundance Archeological 
Research Fund, Dept. of Anthropology, UNR; Member GSA, AGU, AMQUA; Peter B. Wagner 
Medal of Excellence, DRI, 2004; Research interests include the history of paleolakes in the Great 
Basin and elsewhere with an emphasis on isostatic rebound, surface processes, sedimentology 
and stratigraphy of lacustrine sediments, geoarchaeology, lake-level fluctuations, and 
paleoclimatic reconstruction. 
 
JASON BRINER: BS, MS, Ph.D Geology.  Assistant Professor, University at Buffalo; GSA 
Member, AGU Member; QG&G Howard Award, 1997; research interests are glacial geology and 
geochronology, paleoclimatology, and Arctic environmental change. 
 
STEVEN L. FORMAN: BS, PhD Geological Sciences.  Professor, University of Illinois-Chicago. 
GSA and AGU Member; Gladys Cole Memorial Award, GSA, 1998;Committee for Institutional 
Cooperation Academic Leadership Fellowship 2000; research interests paleoclimatology, eolian 
geomorphology, glacial geology, geoarchaeology and geochronology. 
 
MICHAEL KAPLAN: BA Geography, MS, Ph.D Geology. Honorary Fellow University of 
Edinburgh; GSA and AGU Member; research interests glacial and Quaternary geology, 
geochronology, geomorphology. 
 



JEFFREY KNOTT: BS, MS Geology; PhD Geological Sciences.  Consulting Geologist 1983-1992; 
Senior Geologist, UNOCAL Corp. 1997-2001; Assistant Professor California State University 
Fullerton 2001-present; GSA Member, AGU Member; research interests are tectonic 
geomorphology, tephrochronology and engineering geology. 
 
SCOTT LUNDSTROM: BA Earth Sci; MS Env. Geol; PhD Geol. Sci.  Research geologist, USGS, 
Denver; research interests glaciation, glacial geology and geomorphology, geologic mapping, 
Great Lakes, fluvial systems, North America 
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